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VOL. XV -NO. 28. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, AUGUST 14, 1886. WHOLE NO. 729.
W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.
Terms of Subscription
$1.60 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
°'? DOt 0W thr‘e
P”b-
»*Ali adyenUlpy bills collectsble Qnarterly.
MONEY TO LOAN.
Id turns to suit od productive Real Eitate.f L. S. PROViy,
Insurance. Real Eetate and Loan Agent.
Office Lovett's Block, opp. Sweet’a Hotel,
__ GRAND RAPIDS; MICH.
§u.sincss glircdoN}.
Comaiuin Virthaat.
5:a£i atd Vtdlciau.
yAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medl-
TTTAL9H, UEBER, DruEgist and Pharmacist; a
v v full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-
iness.
fwslturt.
BROUWER & CO., Dealers in all
rlrnot!. nr *mf Fntlr1Ditn^' Cartains. Wall Paper,
c*rPet9» Coffins, Picture Frames, etc.; River St.
Otsera Sialirt.r> General Dealers inV Dry Goods Groceries, Crockery, Hats and
Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc. River street.
fetili,
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
state, Free bus in connection with the hotel.
pHCENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor.X Located near the C. A W. SI. R> depot, has
good facilities for the traveling public, and its
tab e is unsurpassed. Free hack for accommo-
dation of guests.
Livery atd Sale Statlei.
s“e a,aWe;
Rasofatteriei, Eilli, Chaps, itc.
T7AN RAALTE, B., dealear in Farm imple*J. and machinery. Cor. River and
Ninth btreets.
VAN UER VEN, J. M., Manufactures the bestV 5 cent cigar made. Havanna filled. Smoke
them. For sale by all dealers. 2-lv
Phyeieiwi.
TTREMERS, H.., Physician and Surgeon. Res-
IV Idence on 1 welfth street, cor. of Market St.
Office at the drug store of Kremera <fc Bangs.. Of-
flee hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from 5 to 6 p.m
XT AXES, 0. E.. Physician and Surgeon. OfficeA at residence on the corner of River and
Eleventh streets, formeny occupied by the late Dr.
M at Walsh's Drug ’store R«1C^ Ninth
Street, three doors east of corner of Ninth and
Fish streets.
J.^A., ^ Physician and Snrgeon. Office
oenc
Witchti atd J1W1I7.
I. Subscribers who do not give express notice
to the contranr, are considered as wishini
Unue their suDscriptions.
g to con-
u c in ir e oscripuons.
2. If subscribers order the discontinuance of
their periodicals, the publishers may continue to
send them until all arrears are paid.
8. If subscribers neglect or refuse to take their
periodicals from the office to which they had been
directed, they are held responsible till they had
settled their bill and ordered the paper discontin-
ued.
4. If subscribers move to other places without
Informing the publisher, and. the papers are sent
to the former direction, they are held responsible.
!he ,co£rt* h!v« decided that refusing to take
periodicals from the office, or removing and leav-
ing them hncalled for is prima facia evidence of
Intentional fraud.
6. Any person who receives a newspaper and
makes use of it, whether he has subscribed for It
or not, Is held in law a subscriber.
7. The postmaster who neglects to give the
legal notice of the neglect of a person to take from
the office the newspapers addressed to him, is lia-
ble to the publisher for the subscription price.
LOCAL ITEMS.
Several large excursions are expected
here next week.
It la time to place your fall advertise-
ment. Don’t wait too long.
Miss Allie Albers, of Roseland. 111.,
Is visiting the family of Postmaster Ver-
beek.
The Queen of the Lakes took an excur-
sion party to Macatawa ' Grove Friday
evening, Lambert’s Band accompanying
her. The occasion was the opening of
the skating rink.
The Grand Haven Eerald presents the
name of Prosecuting Attorney, Geo. W.
McBride, as a Republican who can lead
the party to victory in this Congressional
District this fall.
Misses Anna and Mary Van Putten re-
turned from their visit to Chicago last
Wednesday. They were accompanied by
Miss Ella Corbett who will visit with
them for a short time.
The Steamer John De War towed the
new lifeboat and brought other accoutre-
ments for the Life Saving Station at this
harbor on last Tuesday. Supt. Robbins
accompanied her and delivered them over
to Capt. Morton of the station.
De Krltf’s Sticky Fly Paper is for sale
at Yates & Kane’s. Read Special Notices
in another column.
A house and one acre of ground in the
eastern part of the city is for rent. In-
quire at ibis office.
The River and Harbor bill provides for
the expenditure of $5,000 on this harbor
during next season.
The weather this week has been ex-
ceedingly warm and dry and visitors at
the Parks have been numerous.
Johnnie Duursema, of Fremont, was
visiting his numerous old friends in this
city last Thursday and Friday. •
Monday night last the fast tiain on the
Chicago & West Mich. R’y ran over and
killed four cows at Hndsonville.
Mrs. C. Landaal and children, of
Waupun, Wis., is visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Nyland, of this place.
Five steamboats were at the dock last
Wednesday morning when the trains
arrived with passengers for Macatawa.
The employes of the Chicago and West
Mich. R’y at Muskegon will picnic at
Macatawa and neighboring resorta to-day
Mr. J. Pacels has been appointed sex-
ton of the Ninth street church and will
enter upon the discharge of his duties on
Sunday.
The Amphlon Orchestra, F. A. Wurz-
burg leader, will give a sacred concert at
“The Ottawa” hotel at Macatawa to-mor-
row, Sunday.
TiREYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
Al dealer lu fane/ goods. Corner of Market
and Eighth street*.
TITYKEUYSEN, H., dealer in Watches, Clocks,
TV Jewelry and Specucies, cor. Ninth and Ce-
dar streets.
£o(ietic$.
F. & A. M.
A Regular Communication of Unitt Lodge,
No. 191, F. 4 A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland. Mich., at 7 o'clock, on Wednesday
.evenings. Jan. 20, Feb. ]7, March 17. April 14,
May 12, June 10, July 14. Aug. 11, Sept. 8. Oct. 18,
Nov. 10, Dec. 8. Si. John.s days June 24, and
Dec. 27.
D. L. Botd. W. M.
O. Bbeiman, Sec'v.
Knights of Labor.
Harmony Assembly, No. 8.719. of Holland City,
meet in Odd Fellows’ Uatl every week. All com-
munications should be addressed to
_ Habmont Lock Box.87*y Holland. Mich,
0ur itarkctis.
Produce. Etc.
(wholesale.) --t — “
[ Comet ei trery Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
Apples, 25c; Beans. $1.00; Batter, 11 to l2cts;
Eggs. 11c; Hone y, 15c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes
new 50c.
RETAIL.
Apples. 80, 35c; Beans. Bntter, 13c; Eggs
12c; Honey, 18c; Onions.fiOc ; Potatoes, new 60c.
Grain, Feed, Etc.
(WHOLESALE.)
(Corrected every Friday by IF. B. .P*ach.)
Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, «100 lbs.. 70c; Bariev
V cwi.$l. 10. Clover seed, *4 bu.$6i)0; Corn 3Ieal
V cwt, 1.05c; Corn, shelled, 45; Floor,
$4.20: Fine Corn Meal, V 100 lbs.. $1.40; Feed. W
421. W : Feed, p 100 fts.,U10c: Hay, f$.oJ
Middlings, f) 100 ffis., 75c;9pau, od 84c. new, 82c;
Mr. 1. A. McLane and wife, of this
city, who are present visiting in Minne-
apolis and St. Paul, Minn., are expected
home next week.
The “Red Cedar Craze” has come to a
stand stfll. The Park Authorities have
forbidden the removal of any timber from
the grounds. The “craze” was so bad
that green trees were destroyed to obtain
even a semblance of the wood.
time they have been organized, and it ii
to be hoped that the boys will receive a
due amount of encouragement from the
citizens of the city.
—
The Newaygo Manufacturing company
last Tuesday began suit io the circuit
court for Newaygo county against the
Chicago & West Mich, railway company
for $25,000 damages earned by the stop-
ping of their mill, injury to their machin-
ery, filling of their canal and damage to
their water power at the time of the cans]
difficulty last February. The case will
probably be tried at the next term of the
court in that county.
The Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union of Ottawa County will hold iU an-
nual convention at Spring Lake, Augnit
25th and 20th. It Will commence Wed-
nesday at 2 p. m. and continue through
the evening session of Thursday. Mrs.
.Benjamin will be present from the com-
jmencement and will lecture the last even-
png-
M. S. Van O’lina, Pres.
8. M. Millard, &cy.
Divine services were held at Macatawa
Park last Sunday by Rev. Mr. Rible, of
Johnsville, who preached an eloquent ser-
mon. There was also good singing. The
services will be continued every Sunday
during the balance of the season.
-- ----- -
The juvenile base ball club of this city
played two matched games of ball at
Zeeland on last Saturday and were vic-
torious by a score of 101 to 1 on flrst
game, and 65 to nothing on second game.
This club Is making quite a record .
r"0. L. Northup, of Olive Center, re-
ports having raised two bnshels, strict
measure, of Clawson wheat which
weighed 130 pounds. As sixty pounds is
the usual weight per bushel this is re-
markable heavy wheat and we doubt If It
can be beat in this section.
Rev. Albert Oltmans, of Grand
Rapids, Mich., who is soon to depart as a
Missionary of the Reformed Church to
Japan, will speak on Missions on Tuesday
evening, August 17, at 7:30 p. m. in the
Third Reformed Church. All are cordially
invited to attend this meeting.
The “steamboat war” promises to break,
out afresh. The limited number of people
visiting “Ottawa Beach” is still a matte:
of great annoyance to the railway officials
We are at a loss to know what the resul
will be, but hope it will yet be amiabl]
adjusted by the extra sale of fifteen oj
twenty dinners at “The Ottawa.”
Summer has Its terrors as well as winter.
No sooner do we congratulate ourselves
that all the snow and ice has gone than a
protracted drought sets in. Hardly has
the mental of the timid citizen been
cleared of appalling viilona of being run
down and mangled by the sled of the
adventurous small boy, when he ii beset
by a trio of summer dangers-the bicyle,
the baby carriage and the parasol— any
one of which is sufficient to strike terror
to the stoutest heart.
In addition to the picnic of the Sabbath
school of the Ninth street church on last
Thursday an excursion from Kalamazoo
and Otsego, given under the auspices of
the Otsego Cornet Band, and comprising
some three hundred people, were at Ma-
catawa Park. The Grand Rapids train
also brought a large number and the day
at this growing resort was exceedingly
lively. The steamer Macatawa and I. M.
Weston conveyed the greater number of
visitors to \helr destination.
The Sabbath School of the First,
Ninth street, Church, to the number of
four hundred, enjoyed a day at Macatawa
Park last Thursday.
Last Monday night a small sized riot
was indulged in on Eighth Street. The
offenders were arrested and taken before
Justice Post for punishment.
• Rev. H. D. Jordan has returned from
attending camp meeting at Bay View,
Petoskey, and will occupyjiis pulpit at the
Methodist Church to-morrow, Sunday.
Surf bathing has been largely indulged
in during the past week at Macatawa
Park. Between two and three hundred
bathers would be in the water at times.
- . —
— The employes of the tannery of the
Cappon & Bertsch Leather Company
picniced at Macatawa last Tuesday. They
were conveyed on the steamer Macatawa.
The cylinder head of the engine of the
steamer Daisy was blown out last Mon-
day. The Shriver Bros, is running in the
plqce of the Daisy while that boat is being
repaired.
RETAIL.
We have received the Premium List of
the Ottawa and West Kent Agricultural
Society. It was printed at the office of
the Coopersville Observer and is a yery
good job.
The Democratic City Caucus was held
last Monday night in the office of L Fair-
banks, Esq., and the following delegates
were elected to attend the County Con-
vention held In Grand Haven on last
Wednesday : F. G. Churchill, L. T. Kan-
tors, J. P. Allen, C. De Keyzer, H. Elfer-
dink, J. A. Roost, Jacob G. Van Putten.l
A new Post Office has been established
at a point about four and one-balf miles
southeast of here at the corner of the
Towns of Fillmore, Holland, Overisel and
Zeeland with the name of East Holland.
Mr. Henry Schipers has been appointed
postmaster and will enter upon the duties of
the office immediately, The mail will be
carried from Zeeland as that office is the
nearest to the new office. /
We are pleased to announce that Dr. R.
Hislop, of Detroit, Mich, has located in
Holland. The doctor is a graduate of
Trinity University, and of Trinity Medical
College, of Toronto, Canada, and is a
member of the College Physicians and Sur-
geons of Ontario. He has purchased an
interest in the drug store of Best & Lan-
daal and will have his office there. Dr.
Hislop is a gentleman of pleasant address
and will undoubtedly become popular
with the citizens of this place.
Last Wednesday morning at about 1
o’clock fire was discovered in a barn be-
longing to A. Lahnis. The barn was
rented to Phlneas Coburn in which he kept
his fine white faced trotter valued at about
$800, a stallion worth $200 and a fine colt
belonging to his father, Seth Coburn,
valued at $150. They were all burned,
together with a lot of hay, a cutter and
three sets of harness. A large part of the
business portion of the village was In great
danger, but the prompt action of the fire
department saved it from destruction.
The engineer of the Unity mills also ren-
dered valuable service with the mill water
works. Cause of the fire is unknown but
the general impression is that it was set
on fire.
At the Democratic City Caucus of this
week a life long Democrat, an enterpris-
ing and prominent business man, and one
who ran for member of the legislature on
Ihe Democratic ticket two years ago was
Ignominously treated for his bolt of the
ticket at our last spring election. We re-
fer to Mr. R. E. Workman and we vouch
to say that hereafter there will be war in
that particular camp.
A Republican City Caucus was held in
Zk Gro/ufwrf office last Wednesday even-
ing and resulted in the election of the fol-
lowing delegates to the County Conven-
tion to be held next Monday in Grand
Haven: First Ward, G. J. Van Dnren,
W. H. Beach; Second Ward, M. Clark
W.A. Holly; Third Ward, P. H. Me-
Bride, G. J. Diekema, O. E. Yates, J.
Kramer; Fourth Ward, L. Mulder.
Buckwheat, 60c; Bran. ¥ 100 lb?., 75c; Barley. ¥
100 tig., $1.25; Clorcr seed, ¥ a>., $7.00; Corn
Meal, ¥J00 Ei., UOo r Coro, ahelled. 56c: Flour,
* J00 Feed, ¥
ton, $21.00; Feed. ¥ 100 $1.10c; Har, $10.00.
$U.&; MWdUna, « 100-Ear. 80;’ Oat.* 42c
Fearl Barley, ¥ 100 Eg.. $m-, Rye, 60c; Timothy,
wed, |2.;5. Corn, ear 80c.
Dr. Sam’l Stobbelaab, of Zeeland, a
late graduate of the Long Island College
and Hospital School, will locate in Pella,
la. The doctor left for his future home
last Thursday.
The steamer Macatawa ran a “moon-
light excursion” last Wednesday evening
to Macatawa Park. The new band,
under the leadership of Clarence Hopkins,
made its flrst appearance on the same even-
ing and accompanied the boat. The band
plays remarkably well considering the
Boys and young men sometimes start
out in life with the idea that one’s suc-
cess depends on sharpness and chicanery.
They imagine if a man is able always “to
^et the best of a bargain,” no matter by
what deceit. and meanness he carries his
point, that his prosperity is assured. This
is a great mistake. Enduring prosperity
cannot be founded on cunning and dis-
honesty. The tricky and deceitful man is
sure to fall a victim soon or late, to the
Influences which are forever working
against him. His house is built upon the
sand, and its foundation will be certain to
give away. Young people cannot give
these truths to much weight. The future
of that young man is safe who eschews
every phase of double-dealing" and dis-
honesty, and lays the foundation of his
career in the enduring principle of ever-
lasting truth.
On Wednesday last the steamer I. M.
Weston, of Muskegon, called at this port
for the flrst time for the Rogers & Bird
Transportation Company, of Baugatuck,
for the purpose of conveying passengers
who wished to attend the Seventh
Annual Re-Union of tbo Soldiers and
Sailors of Allegan County held at Sauga-
tuck on Wednesday and Thursday of
this week. The number of passen-
gers taken, however, was somewhat
limited. The Weston is a staunch and re-
liable propeller with a capacity of carry-
ing 8,000 basket! of fruit. She will nm
for the company the balance of the season
in their fruit trade between Saugatuck and
and Chicago and it expected to make on*
trip per day. The Maud Preston has also
been engaged by thia company to run to
Milwaukee. ^ lany citizens of this place
viewed the Weston and all pronounce her
a neat and fast boat.
A Word to thi Wise.
That the only men who are of worth (0
a city or community are those who can
forget their own selfish ends long enough,
and who are libera] enough iu their ideal
to encourage every public and private en-
terprise, who are ready with brain and
purse to forward every project calculated
to build up the city and enhance its im-
portance. The enterprise and push of t
city or community in its infancy is the
foundation of its permanent succesa. A
city might at well prepare for its funeral
ai to become indifferent to the industries
and enterprises in Its midst. Men who
come to a city to make it their future
home, who cannot see that money placed
judiciously in a public enterprlso of their
city will bear a hundred fold in the appre-
ciation of their own property, are to be
pitied and their name should be “Dennis".
They are not the men who put their
shoulder to the wheel and help build up
a city. They belong to a class who are
ever ready to take all they can from some*
one else’s building and enterprise, but are
not willing to do anything themselves. It
is Ihe town that has the most enterprising
citizens in it that grows most rapidly.
New Bailway Coaches.
Last Saturday the flrst coach of an
order for five new coaches, three passen-
ger and two baggage, arrived In Grand
Rapids from tbo Pullman Car Company1#
Works, Detroit, Mich., for the Chicago
and West Mich. R’y. On Tuesday the
coach passed through this city for the
first time and we bad the pleasure of
riding in it. The car is substantial, com-
fortable, easy.’riding, and is a beautiful*
piece of workmanship. It measures sixty-
five feet in length, its Interior is cherry-
wood well polished for the sides, and
strips of hard maple veneer for the ceiling
work. The seats, thirty-three in number,
are framed out of cherry and polished
brass, while the upholstery work is com-
posed of essy, red plush seats and backe.
Baker’s patent steam apparatus is used for
heating through the medium of side pipee.
Six brass lamps form the means for illu-
mination. A patent shaft for ventilating
the car when the doors are shut is located
over each doorway. The outside of the
carriage is painted yellow. The wheali,
eight in number, are constructed of paper,
and are large, with steel tires. The other
cars are expected to arrive next week.
The total outlay for this new rolling stock
is about $30,000.
Fair Notes.
The material for the Pomological Half
is being delivered on the grounds thi»'
week, and the tuildiny will be located'
west of and nearly in line with the Floral
Hall.
Still another building is to be put up
this season which will be used to display
agricultural and dairy products and other
miscellaneous productions. The contract
for this building has, however, not yet
been awarded.
Heavy expenditures are also being
made on the (rack, and with a fair amount
of rain between this and the time for the
Fair we are assured that it will be in .
prime condition for our coming races.
As an example what proper care and at-
tention will do in the growing ot shade
trees we refer with pleasure to those set
out on our fair grounds thia spring. This
summer, as we all know, has on account
of the drought, been quite unfavorable for
the starting of newly transplanted trees,
and yet of between four and five hundred
deciduous trees, such as hard and 10ft
maple, elm, wbitewood and catalpa only
two or three have died, while all tho
others not only lire but show a healthy
growth even the flrst season. The ever-
greens are doing nearly as well, The
secret of this seems to be, not only to
keep the sod and weeds well removed, but
the ground frequently and weil siirred.
If the trees will continue to do as well,
as doubtless they will with similar treat-
ment, then in a few years shaded drives .
and beautiful groves will be an additional
attraction of these already beautiful -
grounds.
v-V
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HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THUB EAST.
A yacht contuining eight persons was
caoght in a sudden squall off Portland,
Ae., and capsized, seven of the .unfortu-
nates being drowned. Five of the victims
were children and two adults. Their names
were: Wellington Masters, aged 70; Jane
Masters, his wife, aged 69; Benjamin Whit-
ten, aged 7; Maud Whitten, aged 11; Harry
Cleveland, aged 7; Emma Cleveland, aged
11; Jane Masters, aged 9. All were related,
Mr. Masters being grandfather of them all.
Little James Cleveland, aged 15, leaped
overboard and escaped the suction that car-
ried the partv down. His father rescued
him. When the yacht capsized Mrs. Cleve-
land, in the other yacht, fainted, and when
her husband got on board again he found
that the shock had deprived her of her rea-
son.
The turbulent waters of the Niagara
whirlpool rapids have again been navigated
in a cask by William Potts and George
Hazlitt, two coopers who were employed
in the same shop with Graham, the man
who»made a trip through the rapids some
time ago. The barrel-boat was ten feet
long, conical in form, and built of the best
locust staves. It was supplied with a keel
rudder, screw-wheel, and a turret with
glass-covered peep-holes. About 300
pounds of sand ballast kept it right
side up most of the time. The two
men lay back to back while passing
through the more turbulent waters, cling-
ing to handles made fast to the sides of the
cask. Each man kept on his own side of
the cask by means of a canvas sling made
fast to staples. The craft was submerged
about half the time while passing through
the rapids, but while circumscribing the
outer circle of the whirlpool its occu-
pants thrust their heads through the
opening, and Potts calmly smoked a
cigar. A successful landing was made
at Queenstown, on the Canada side,
five miles from the starting place.
The voyage occupied fifty-five minutes.
The feat was witnessed by not less than
15,000 spectators ____ The funeral of Sam-
uel J. Tilden occurred from the Greystone
mansion, and his remains were interred at
New Lebanon. Daniel J. Manning and
Charles A. Dana were among the pall-
bearers, and Rev. Dr. Tucker, of Massa-
chusetts, assisted by Rev. Dr. Duncan,
officiated. President Cleveland, Samuel J.
Randall, Secretaries Whitney and Endicott,
and other prominent officials attended the
funeral.
THE WEST.
In the Grand Army encampment at San
Francisco, General Sherman reviewed the
causes of the Mexican war, and detailed
the history of the conquest of California.
General Lucius FairchMd, of Wiscon-
sin, was elected Commiuider- in- Chief. St.
Louis was chosen as the next place of
meeting. ...A cyclone in the township of
Hartland, Kansas, demolished twenty
houses, and blew a train of cars from the
Santa Fe track.
William FcmJte's celebrated Millennial
Minstrel Company, embracing 1(11 per-
formers, continue to delight Chicago ad-
mirers of burnt-cork opera by their fine
representations at McYicker’s Theater. A
feature of the programme is the acrobatic
performances of Fox and Van Auken,
which surpass anything of the kind ever
seen in the West.
Fon sixteen points in the West and
Northwest the records of the Signal Service
show an average of G.53 inches of rainfall
during May, June, and July of this year.
The average of the same points for eleven
years past is 12.52 inches for those three
months. The simply of moisture this
summer, thus far, has been but very little
more than half the average of the season.
....The elevator at Eggleson. Goodhue
Co., Minn., was destroyed by tire and fell
across the railroad track ns a* freight train
was passing. The engine was thrown
from the track and the cars
caught. Three tramps who were
stealing a ride, were burned to
death, and three others were seriously in-
jured.... The village of Spencer, Wis.,
was destroyed by fire, which caught from
the woods. The Wisconsin Central depot,
water-tank, two churches, public school.
Clifford & Thayer's two saw mills, planing
mills, and about 15,000,000 feet of lumber
were destroyed. About sixty families are
homeless. The loss will reach $400,000,
with about $40,000 insurance in different
companies.
THE SOITII.
In a remote corner of Montgomery
County, Georgia, masked and armed men
carried away the safe of a miser named
Wiseley, from which they took $6,000 in
currency and a like amount of negotiable
notes. Four of the robbers are in custody.
... .An amendment to the Georgia Consti-
tution will be voted upon at the State elec-
tion in October providing for the pension-
ing of ex-Confederate soldiers.
Four lives were lost and two persons
were injured in a railroad collision on the
Chesapeake and Ohio Road, near Lime-
stone, Ky — At New Orleans a man was
observed by some negroes to deliberately
commit snicide by jumping into the river.
In the pocket of his coat, which he left on
the wharf, was found a letter, in which he
stated that his part in the anarchist con-
spiracies at Chicago sickened him, and he
had resolved to die. The letter was signed
“Henri Yellinsky."
for the Uightfc District of Illinois.... A
Washington dispatch is authority for the
statement that “the President has repented
of his pocket veto of the surplus resolution,
and will order a bond call of $15,000,000 at
once, and colls for the same amount
monthly for the next three months, in ac-
cordance with the provisions of the resolu-
tion. Of the first call of $15,000,000,
$5,000,000 are to be called on account of
the sinking fund.”
Washington telegram: Acting Secre-
tary Fairchild says there has been no recent
Cabinet consideration Of the question of
bond calls, nor any decision by the Presi-
dent on the subject. His (Fairchild’s)
statements before the Senate Finanue Com-
mittee that bonds would be called as rapidly
as prudent administration permitted, con-
veyed all that had been determined upon
the subject. The amount of the next call
and of the calls to be issued during the
summer would be decided by the financial
statements each month.
POLITICAL.
The South Carolina Democrats met in
convention at Columbia and nominated the
following ticket: Governor, John Peter
Richardson; Lieutenant Governor, W. L.
Maiding; Secretary of State, W. Z. Leitner;
Comptroller, General W. E. Stoney; Treas-
urer, I. S. Bamberg; Attorney General,
Joseph H. Earle; Superintendent of Edu-
cation, J. H. Rice; Adjutant and Inspector
General, A. M. Miuigault. The adminis-
tration of President Cleveland was ap-
proved. and a civil-sen-ice resolution went
through by the small majority of four rates.
---- The Executive Committee appointed by
the Arkansas State Wheel Convention, held
last June, has made the following nomina-
tions: For Governor, C. C. Cunningham;
Secretary of State, J. J. Bell; Auditor, O.
S. Jones; Treasurer, T. J. Andrews; Su-
perintendent of Public Instruction, A. B.
Marberry; State Land Commissioner, C.E.
Tobey; Attorney General, J. M. Harrell ____
The Kansas Republican State Executive
Committee has appointed thirty-six dele-
gates to attend the anti-saloon convention
tion in Chicago ____ The editor of the
Fremont (Ohio) Democratic J/eswHfjcr re-
quested an inteniew with Rutherford B.
Hayes on the death of Mr. Tilden, but the
request was refused. Subsequently Mr.
Hayes addressed the following note to the
editor:
Your request for an interview on the occasion
of the death of Mr. Tilden was declined in ac-
cordance with my uniform habit on the subject
of interviews. I wish, however, to say that
there has been nothing in the relations of Mr.
Tilden and myself which would prevent mo
from sharing in the sentiments and manifesta-
tions which are natural and Attinfc on the death
of a political leader and statesman so able and
distinguished as Mr. Tildeu.
Indiana aggregates $55,244,820, as against
$54,983,513 last year, an increase of but
$261,307. Sixty-five miles of main track,
and thirty miles of sidetrack were built dur-
ing the year, and the rolling stock of the
companies was increased.
A large number of railway freight
agents representing the principal lines in
the Middle and Western States met at San-
dusky, Ohio, and organized a permanent
society for social and beneficiary purposes.
There was a meeting • of the oounty
Recorders along the line of the Big Four
at the Bates House, Indiauapolis, last
week, to sign a $10,000,000 ref unding mort-
gage of that company. The loan was ob-
tained from the Central Trust Company of
New York at four per cent., and will cover
the entire indebtedness of the road ____ The
Northwestern Road is completing its track
in Wyoming to the new city of Douglas, on
the bank of the North Platte River, at the
rate of two miles per day. The town stands
in the center of the best grazing region in
the Territory.
GENERAL.
WASHINGTON.
Mr. Manning has almost entirely re-
covered his health. . . .Senator Mitchell, of
Oregon, while feeling for the windpipe of
a Washington correspondent, asked him
«rhy he had sent to his paper a story that an
tipera singer's - charms had captnred the
Senator. The correspondent “gasjied out
jm apology,” and the statesman made him
publish a retraction.
Asthb Senate failed to act upon the
nomination, the President has appointed
Thomas Cooper to be Revenue Collector
A dispatch from Jackson, Miss., says
“that county (Hiuds) is convulsed with ex-
citement growing out of the approaching
election under the local-option law passed
by the last Legislature. Nothing like it
has been seen in the history of the county
except the political revolution of 1875. The
blacks outnumber the whites two to one, and
the prohibitionists, finding that the bulk of
them are going to vote the ‘wet tick-
et,’ seem determined that they shall not
exercise that privilege. An anti-prohi-
bition meeting in the county last night was
visited by a body of armed Prohibitionists,
who interrupted the speaker to such an
extent, denouncing him ns a liar, etc., that
the meeting had to be abandoned. From
fifty to one himdred pistol-shots were fired
in the darkness as the Prohibitionists left,
not with the intention of hurting nuyoue,
but doubtless to intimidate the negroes and
prevent their voting. The excitement over
this question is running the people mad, and
the coolest heads fear bloodshed daily.”
The returns from the Tennessee State
election show a majority of 35,000 votes for
the Democratic ticket ____ The Prohibition-
ists of the Thirteenth Congressional Dis-
trict of Missouri unanimously nominated
Hon. John Sobioski, of Neosho, as their
candidate for Congress ____ Hon. James B.
McCreary has been nominated for Congress
by the Democrats of the Eighth Ken-
tucky District ____ At conventions held at
Ocala and at Brooksville, Florida, Messis.
Dougherty and Davidsou, both sittiug
members, were renominated for Congress.
..The Democratic Congressional Con-
vention of the Fourth District of North
Carolina, nominated John W. Graham.
He is the eldest son of the late Hon. Wra.
A. Graham, who was Secretary of the Navy
under President Fillmore.
INDUSTRIAL NOTES.
Hately Bros., closed their packing-
house, at Chicago, because, ns they say,
they could not continue to pay ten hours’
wages for eight hours' work, their employes
refusing to accept a reduction. The pack-
ing business in Chicago is greatly demoral-
zed, and in order to compete with Knnses
City and Milwaukee houses it is claimed
that there must be a speedy return to the
wages in vogue before May 1.
The number of business failures in the
United States reported last week was 124.
against 162 the previous week, 192 iu the
like week of 1885, 241 in 1884, 166 in 1883,
and 105 in 1882. The total number of failures
iu the United States this year to date is 6,257,
against 7,207 last year, a decline of 950; 6,427
iu 1881, 6,004 iu 1883, and 4,230 in 1882.
Telegrams to Bradutrect's do not indicate
any gain iu the distribution of general mer-
chandise. Reports of earnings of thirty-
five railways for July aggregate $17,090,131
in 1686. against $14,543,500 in 1885 (thirty-
four roads). Brads! r eel’ h advices from
the spring wheat crop are more favorable
than previously anticipated. Heavy re-
ceipts continue to depress prices.
The damage to com from drought
is also less than was recently
reported, the probable yield being nearly
1,600,000,000 bushels, against 1,940, 000, 0(H)
last year. There has been slight damage to
the cotton crop from shedding. The plant
has improved in the Carolina*, Georgia,
and Alabama. Hot weather has threatened
central and western Texas. The Louisiana
rice crop promises to be heavy. The
weather of late has been unfavorable to the
growth of the cane in that State. The price
of sugar has gone to the lowest point on
record, with a light demand and with heavy
probable supplies. The tea market is de-
moralized, under largo visible supplies and
heavy Eastern exjiorts.
the ikaiTdays.
The President of the Union Pacific Road
denies that any arrangement has been
made, or is in process of negotiation, for
the control of the Oregon Railway.
The railroad assesnment for the State of
The Catholic Total Abstinence Union of
America held its sixteenth annual conven-
tion at Notre Dame, Ind. There were 135
delegates present from nearly all the State*
iu the Union.
The Rev. Dr. O’Reilly, of Detroit,
cabled $60,000 to Parnell for the benefit of
the Irish party. . . . Six young men, repre-
senting leading families of Canada, sailed
for Sarnia six weeks ago. Their con-
tinued absence caused the sending out of a
tug iu search of them. Their yacht was
fonud wrecked near Port Franks. Three
corpses were secured, among them that of
a nephew of Alexander MacKenzie.
Kit Ross, a quarter-breed Cherokee, was
hanged at Fort Smith, Ark., for the mur-
der of Jonathan Davis, a white mau, at De
Choteau, I. T., December 20, 1885. . . .John
Smith, the murderer of Gladson, was taken
from Maysville to Gallatin, Mo., and
hanged — A negro named Bundy, for the
murder of a white girl, was strung up at
Spartansburg, S. C.
A dispatch from El Paso, Texas, says
that Editor Cutting was “sentenced to one
year’s imprisonment at hard labor and $600
fine. In case be is unable to pay the tine
there will be oue hundred more days’ im-
prisonment at hard labor. The Judge gave
Medina, the prosecutor, leave to enter a
civil suit against Cutting for damages after
the sentence expires. In reference to the
recommendation of the Public Prosecutor
that Consul Brigham should be com-
plained of to the United States ami
his removal requested, the Judge said
that he would refer that question to
the Supreme Court in Chihuahua.”
After Cutting received his sentence he ap-
peared to be very much depressed, aud
said: “I have been subjected to the vilest
insults, and denied all privileges since my
arrest. My appeals to the Government have
been contemptuously quoted in Spanish
and ridiculed. I am not allowed to write,
and I have to subsist ou 8$ cents a day.
On account of the tone of the Texas press
I have been threatened with assassination,
but I do not mind the cowardly dogs. I
have no doubt that the people of Texas
will see justice done if the Government
at Washington does not act.” “Will you
obey the orders of the Mexicans when put
to work?” “I will, but I expect Texas to
act before I goto the convict camp.” Since
the sentence of Cutting the greatest excite-
ment prevails along the border. Warlike
preparations are being made on both sides
of the river, aud secret meetings are being
held. Two companies of volunteers, num-
bering 150 men, organized at Laredo,
Tex. A detachment of Mexican troops
arrived at Nuevo Laredo ou Friday night
aud placed two cannon so as to command
Fort McIntosh on the Texas side of the
Rio Grande. Gen. Thomas J. Churchill,
an ex-Confederate at Little Rock, Ark.,
says- he will organize a brigade in that
State whenever the Mexican exigency de-
mands it. A volunteer battery of two guns
and forty men, which has been formed in
Garden City, Kan., will tender their serv-
ices to the Government for service against
Mexico.
Michael Davitt, the Irish patriot, ar-
rived at New York ou the steamer Ger-
manic on the 8th inst., accompanied by
James Rourke, formerly the business part-
ner of Patrick Egan in Dublin. Mr. Davitt
is suffering from nervous prostration
caused by overwork, aud looks pale and
thin.
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
The excitement over the Cutting affair is
intense in El Paso, Tex. The people there
seem spoiling for a fight, and the appear-
ance of a fe w United States soldiers on the
woy to Fort Bliss was magnified into many
car-loads. Eight hundred Mexican soldiers
have reached Paso del Norte. Governor
Maceyra, it is said, has ordered the Paso
del Norte authorities to decapitate Cutting
in case of an attack from Texas. A New
York dispatch states that at the
army posts in and around New York
considerable activity is displayed. Ten
gun-carriages for field batteries were ship-
ped to 8an Antonio, Texas. A Washing-
ton dispatch credits Secretary Bayard with
saying that no ultimatum has been sent to
Mexico. The First Assistant Secretary of
State says that no serious trouble is at all
likely to arise between this country and
Mexico. Ho says: “Neither country wants
any trouble. When that is the case it is
generally difficult to get up a broil.” Sec-
retary Bayard was interviewed at Balti-
more, with the following result:
He saw no reason why a satisfactory adjust-
ment of the Cutting difficulty should not be
reached. The Mexican minister has assured
him that such was the dosiro of the Mexican
Government The Secretary seems to think
that much of the difflcultv has boen created by
persons seeking to embarrass the administra-
tion, and that Mexico's attitude has boon
strengthened by the efforts of Mr. Blaine's
Irionds to show that ho (Mr. Bayard
has boon too hasty and exacting iu tho
yard consiuers the
cne of tho gravest impor-
mattor. Secretary Ba ard
'ed
. , , , , . d
principle Involv  iio
tunco, with which Cutting's merits or de-
merit* save nothing to do. ' Ho say* tho oitso ir
too clear for equivocation, and ho has no idea
of retreating from the position taken by tho
State Department when it demanded Cutting s
release two weeks ago. Under the treaty of
both countries are bound to exhaust all
possible moans of effecting a settlement Ho
said the rumored resignation of Minister Jack-
CONGRESSIONAL.
Work of the Senate and the Hooee
of Representatives.
Thu Senate passed, over the President's veto,
on the 3d inst., by a unanimous vote, the House
bill granting a pension to Jacob Bomlser, after
Senator Wilson had explained that the PresI-
dent had acted under a misapprehension, he
having been Informed that no application had
been mad* to the pension oflioo, while, in fact,
an application had been made. The bill grant
ing a pension to Mary J. Nottage failed to pass
°ver *th® T,eto by a Party vote, except that
Senator Wilsen (Md ) voted in the affirmative.
ln Dbi®5?lnf.t0 the consideration
« in inf Ai10 ,or ** adjournment,
!let^?ughfc ‘b® bill reported by him provid-
5umMr« 153nMt® nndoa national authority'
should first he considered. He referred to the
massacres In the Southern States during the
last few years, and said that so far as shown by
thn Rmfl nnegr0 a?d ft J^pnblican was tho vic-
tim and a Democrat and a white man tho a«-
PW*- 8®natpr Henna protested against the
Introduction of a bloody- shirt campaign doc-
nment into the olosina hoursTcSgreS:
2iD#0Jli 8aid ^  . 1 WM ^ Indictment
against the entire population from tho Potomac
to the Rio Grande. He compared the peace and
quiet of Ma own State with the turbulent state
i!oc m4/ ,n ChIca8° and tho country adjacent
w It. These nominations were rejected by the
Seuate : Adolard Gucrnon, to bo Collector of
Custome for Minnesota; George P. Sanford, to
be Postmaster at Lansing, Mich. ; and H. H.
Porter, to be Postmaeter at Dowaglac, Mich,
frank J. Mott was nominated for Regis-
ter of the Land Office at Denver, and
Thomas Cooper ^ to be Revenue Collect-
Jor l^°T, Eighth Illinois District.
The House of Representatives, by a vote of 122
to 95, passed the river and harbor bill, os agreed
upon by the confonmce committees, omitting
all provisions for canals except for the survey
of tho Hennepin scheme, for which *15,000 was
appropriated. Tho Senate has also adopted the
measure. Tho House agreed to the conference
reports upon tho deficiency appropriation and
sundry civil measures.
The Morrison surplus resolution, after being
son had no significance. He' says ho has 1 ,Wpp®dof toe clause providing for tho recep-
received no intimation of Mr. ‘ Jackson's i tom or redemption of trade dollars, was adopted
can "r1!1 Pa8lod- "“b au amendment In the1 nature
FOREIGN.
At Belfast, Ireland, while 500 workmen
were going home, a bottle was thrown
among them from a window. The work-
men retaliated with iron holts, and a fu-
rious tumult eusued. The police and
soldiers hastened tp the scene and charged
the rioters, but without dispersing them.
The police then fired upon the crowd, se-
verely wounding seven persons ..... The
police at Hamburg raided a beer-cellar
where a socialistic meeting was in prog-
ress and arrested eight persons. The
search showed that the place was a ren-
dezvous of the most extreme socialists ____
Th* historical procession at Heidelberg
comprised nine himdred persons in various
costumes, about half the number being
mounted ____ By the explosion of gasoline
iu a cellar at Stuttgart, six persons were
killed and many wounded ____ Queen Vic-
toria has sent a beautiful laurel wreath to
Bayreuth, to be placed on the tomb of Liszt.
A London dispatch says it is believed
that when the practical business of the
Parliamentary session begins the Govern-
ment will be in a position to take any
course it may please in regard to disclosing
or concealing its Irish policy, because the
Gladstoniaus have virtually refused to snp-
iiort the Parnellttes in obstruction tactics.
The Parnellites, however, will clamor
loudly for a special act to suspend evic-
tions. The only assurances which will be
given by the Government will be
that Parliament will be summoned in
October, if the Ministers find it nec-
essary to use extraordinary measures
to enforce the laws in Ireland ____ The re-
cent Hartington meeting has had the effect
to strengthen Lord Salisbury in a more de-
cided policy, and also to protract the period
in winch the Cabinet may elaborate an
Irish local government bill.... Another
serious riot has occurred in Belfast, Ire-
land, between the Orangemen employed in
tho Queen’s Island Ship-Yaid and the
Catholic navvies employed by the Harbor
Commissioners, in which fifty person*
were injured, some of them fatally.
can Govorumeut. In both the fitiherics and
Mexican affairs tho State Department has acted
with groat promptness and vigor, and Mr. Bay-
ard makes no concealment of his detonnina-
tion to insist upon full satisfaction in tho Cut-
ting affair; not so much for Cutting’s sake as
because it involves tho question whether Amer-
ican citizens in Mexico are to bo protected in
their rights.
A Milwaukee dispatch reports that
along tho line of the Wisconsin Central
Railroad for one hundred miles forest fires
wore raging. People were fighting the
flames that threatened to destroy the towns.
The villages and towns were sur-
rounded ou all sides by tho fires,
whose hot breath scorches the in-
habitants and shrivels up all vegetation.
Marquette was surrounded by forest
tiros, and the powder mills two miles
north were the scene of deep in-
terest. A train ou tho Detroit Road
was stopped by flames at Sand River,
but a successful rush through them was
made. At De Pere, Wis., a disastrous fire
occurred. Almost thirty families wore
burned out, many business blocks were de-
stroyed, and tho Presbyterian Church was
also laid iu ashes. The loss will reach
$50,000. The paper mill of Richmond
Brothers, at Appleton, Wis., valued at
$60,000, was burned.
Lightning struck the main stable of , ^
. „ turo acts, reported a disagreement Th#
the Umaua x air Association, aud eight of usual resolution of thanks to the Presi-
dent of the Senate (Senator Sherman) wa*
unanimously passed. Consideration of tho
hill to prevent Congressmen from acting
as counsel for subsidized railways was fixed for
tho second Monday in December. Tho House
hill for tho lelief of certain dishonorably dll-
charged soldiers of tho Twelfth Michigan Vol-
unteer Infantry whs amended and passed.
About forty nominations were left unacted upon
by the Senate. A largo number were
confirmed iu tho closing hours. The
House adjourned without taking any action
upon the resolutions in regard to the
case of Editor Cutting. Tho Democratic leaders
seemed to have decided uot to permit the matter
to become tho subject of a partisan debate on
the lost day of tho sessiou, when it would not
be possible to discuss and determine with
proper deliberation what, if any, action was de-
sirable to be taken by Congress. The State De-
partment had uot requested any action by Con-
a substitute. A couferenoe was asked.
The Senate adopted a resolution accepting from
W. H. Vanderbilt and Julia Dent Grant various
articles presented to Gen. Grant by foreign
Bovernmenta. A bill extending the system of
Immod ate delivery to all articles bearing on
immediate-delivery stamp was passed
by the Senate, The following nomina-
tions wero made by the President: Wil-
li&m G. Bowman, of Illinois, to bo Surveyor
General of Utah. Postmasters: Leonard W.
Chambers, at Jacksonville, HI. ; William Car-
ter, at De Kalb, 111. Edward Hawkins was con-
firmed as Marshal for Indiana. The nomination
of .H. A. Beecher to be Customs Collector at Port
Townssnd was withdrawn by the President. The
House took up tho resolution requesting the
President to renew tho demand for the release
of A. K. Cutting by tho Mexican Government.
Mr. Hitt, of Illinois, of the Foreign Affairs Com-
mittee, said he had signed the report on the
belief that the Mexican Government had re-
fused to releaio Cutting on tho demand
of our Goverument. Since then he had
read the corresiondence, which showed
that the Mexican Government bad shown every
•pirit of compliance. Cutting, he said, had re-
fused to be released on ball, declaring that his
case was now an International affair. This was
tho work of our mischlef-mak^g Consul, who
made speeches to crowds in the streets about
vindicating the rights of bis country. Mesan.
Crain, of Texas, and King, of Louisiaua, de-
fended Consul Brigham, rending further di*-
oussion the House adjourned.
CoNonxss adjourned sine die at 4 o’clock p,
m. on Thursday, Aug. 5. Senator Plumb, from
the conference committee on the bill for the
repeal of the pre-emption and timber-cul*
sixteen horses confined iu it were either
killed by the electricity or burned to death.
Among the animals that perished were
some very valuable trotters aud pacers ____
The advertising firm of Edwin Alden «fc
Brother, Cincinnati, assigned to A. M.
Warner. The liabilities are figured at
$192,009; assets, $272,000, the latter being
mostly advertising contracts. The firm is
one of long standing aud did an extensive
business.
State troops have for mouths been
stationed at Morehead, Ky., to preserve
the peace between the Tolliver aud Hum-
phrey factions. These leaders have re-
agrees to compromise by dismissing the i ipondonco Bubmitted to the Senate and Houia
didprosecutions.  uot show that the case had arrived at the
point whore the interference of CongreiB was
sioned for the same place by the President.
THE MARKETS,
MaTHEWH, the colored man Whose ap- j either necessary or prudeut. Congress haring
pointmonta. Recorder of Deeds wM Sfc.’cdT.
rejected bv the Senate, has been commifl- ! House appropriating an additional sum of $35,-
___ A t __ 1, _______ , ___ r> ___ i 000 for tho selection of a site for the Congres-
sional Library, S£0.<00 for completing the publio
building at Fort Scott, Kau., and tl50.')00for a
public buildiuB at Los Angeles, Cal. The Pres-
ident did not sign tho “surplus" resolution be-
fore adjournment, and the probability is that
it will not be allowed to go into effect.
Tho committee appointed by the House to
Investigate tho labor troubles in tho West
was given permission to sit during the recess of
Congress. The fortifications bill, after passing
both houses, failed in conference. A brief sum-
mary of tho work of tho session is as follows;
It was in session 241 days ; 13,202 measures wer*
Introduced, 10,328 originating in the House and
2,984 in tho Senate ; 1,101 passed both houses,
241 being Senate bills and MO House measures;
800 became laws with tho President's approval,
181 became laws by limitation, 113 wore vetoed,
and one failed by reason of adjournment with-
out action bv th« Pros*
NEW YORK.
Beeves .......................... $4.25 (<? 5.75
Hogs.... ........................ 6 oo $ &.25
Wheat— No. 1 White ............. 90 <<& .90 u;
No. 2 Rod ............... 85 $ .80
Cohn— No. 2 ....................... 50 i<$ .51
Oats— White ...................... 45 (<0 .47
Pork— New Mess ................ 1L50 id.12.00„ CHICAGO.
BEEVES-Choico to Primo Steers 4.75 @5.50 
Good bhlpping ......... 4.00 @ 4.75tt Common ............... 3.25 & 3.75
Hogs— Shipping Grades ......... 4.50 @ 5.25
Flour— Extra Spring ............ 4.25 @4.75
Wheat— Na 2 Red ............... 77 <a .77V.
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 4:1 « 44
Oats— No. 2. ...................... £7 $
butter— Choice Creamery ....... 10 @ .18
„ fine Dairy ............. 11 @ .13
Cheese-FuII Cream. Cheddar.. .07 (4 .07'/,
Full Cream, now ....... 08 @ .08',,
Eggs— Fresh ...................... og <$ .10
Potatoes-Now, per bri ......... 1.50 @20)
I ORK— Mess ...................... g.50 @10.00
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— Cash .................... 74 @ .75
oa!£~v0' ,? ....................... 43 & M
Rxe-No. 1 ....... n ............... 55 @ .50
I ORK— Mess ..................... 9.50 @10.00
TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 2 ..................... 79 @ .80
Corn— No. 2 ....................... .. ^  .44 '4
Oats— No. 2 ...................... 28 @ .29DETROIT. .
Beep Cattle .................... 4.50 @ 5.25
Hoob ............................. 3 75 @ 4i75
HRKEP ......................... MOJ @405
Wheat— No. 1 White ............. 77 >9 ‘in
Oats— No. 2 White ............... .. ,,i ‘32 uw v „ 8T. LOUIS. *
Wheat— No. 2. ................. 70 /a 77
CoRN-Mixed ..................... .. @ ;4i
Oats— Mixed ................... t20 @ 28
Pork-Now Mess ...... .........  10.00 @10.50
_ CINCINNATI.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... .75 @ ,70
Corn — No. 2 ........... 13 <<t 43V,
Oats— No. 2 ..................... *. .28 @ 29 •
PoRK-Mess ......... ; ............ moo ©KUO
to,Bx" ........ "buffalo:* *
3*2 T
Cattle ..................... «23 @'5.00
„ INDIANAPOLIS,
Beef Cattle .......... 3.50 @ 5.25
g™- ............ 4.25 @5.00
Sheep ........................... o.25 @4 00
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 73 @ >4
Corn-No. 2 ......... 39 .41
Oat»-No.2 ............ «... .26 @ 27
EAST LIBERTY.
CATTLE-Best ......... 77.™.:: 5.00 @5.25
.................... 4.25 @4.75
Common. ............. 3.25 @4.00
8h***«« .......................... 4.00 @ 4.75
One Bright Morning in December,
“That reminds me,” said the war cor-
respondent, “of an occurrence at Nash-
ville that gave Stanley great pleasure.
After the battle of Franklin, which was
fought November 30, 1864, General
Hood invested Nashville, much as Sher-
man had, many months previous, in-
vested Atlanta. That is to say, the
lines of investments were semi-circular
and parallel, the distance between them
being from one to three miles, accord'
ing to the conformation of the ground.
“Ono bright morning in December,
before the days of fog and ice, a caval-
cade of Confederate officers, in gay
uniforms and accompanied by a band,
rode jauntily out in front of the in-
trenchment along the Granny White
pike, and taking a conspicuous position
overlooking the valley between the two
dines, were apparently enjoyinar them-
selves, the band meanwhile playing,
'Who’s Been Here Since I’ve Been
Gone?’ They made a splendid target,
and tho.temptation was too strong for
an officer of the Sixth Ohio Battery.
Carefully training a section of his guns
on the picnickers, he gave the order to
fire. Boom! boom! When the rever-
berations died away and the smoke
lifted the mnsie had ceased, and the
Confederate officer*, orderlies, and mu-
sicians could be seen scampering in all
directions for cover. The pale smoke
lazily rising from the exploded shells
on the exact spot where they had been
jubilating but a few moments before
told the story.”
SAMUEL J. TTLDEN.
The Qreat Statesman Passes
Away Suddenly, After a
£ Short Illness.
Demoorats Throughout the Country Deeply
Impressed by the Lobs to Their
Party.
The News in Washington and Else-
where— A Sketch of the De-
ceased.
Ex-Ooverhor Samuel J. Tilden died suddenly
at his country residence, Oreystone, near
Yonkers, N. Y., on the morning of Wednesday,
August 4. His death, though possible at any
time on account of his age, was entirely unex-
pected, He had been Buffering for • few hours
from nausea and diarrhea, and was attended by
Drs. Simmons and Swift. From thin attack ho
partially recovered, bnt following shortly after
came a sudden stoppage of the heart's action,
and death ensued. The last hours of the de-
ceased statesman were peaceful and painless.
For several months past Mr. Tilden had en-
joyed unusual health for him. He had gained
in flesh thirty-five pounds in six months. He
used his yacht Viking frequently, and took long
carriage rides daily. His face was familiar to
the people of Yonkers, and he frenuently drove
through the streets of the city. The last time
he went out was on Sunday, the 2d, when ho
was driven out by his faithful coachman, Denis
O'Haio, attended by his valet, Louis Johanis,
both of whom have been in his service for
years. Satunlay. 3lst ult, Mr. Tilden was taken
with a slight chill while sitting on a porch
overlooking the Hudson River, and was re-
moved to bis room, where he was attended
by his friend and physician. Dr. Charles K.
Hmmons, of New York. The cold settle 1 in
Mr. Tilden’s bowels and stomach, causing vom-
iting and purging. He felt much better tn Sun-
day, Monday, and Tuesday. On the niiht cf
Tuesday Mr. Tilden was taken again with the
same symptoms while in the parlor, and was
supported to his room bv his valet and private
secretary. On reaching his room the ex-Govem-
or had much trouble in breathing. This alarmed
his friends, and Dr. Simmons was called. The
patient was in great distress. The difficulty in
breathing ceased after a while, and he was
placed in bed. Later he was assisted to an oaay-
chair. Dr. Simmons remained with him all
night. Early Wednesday morning Mr. Tilden
began to grow worse, and was again placed in
bed. The generation of gases in his stomach
and bowels distended them and interrupted the
action of the heart. A second attack of the
difficulty inbreathing recurred, and Dr. Swift
of Yonkers was called in consultation, but
when he arrived at Greystone Mr. Tilden
was beyond the reach of all medical skill.
No words wore uttered by Mr. Tilden after Dr.
Swift's arrival. He remained conscious
to the last. The labored breathing grow fainter
and more feeble, and at (4:13 a. m. the ashen
pallor of death slowly crent over the counte-
nance. Five minutes later Mr. Tilden breathed
his lust. . ^ '
At the time of Mr. Tilden’s death the only
persons in the rpom were Drs. Simmons and
Swift, Miss Anna Gould, a relative and amanu-
ensis of tho-dead man, and Mr. Tilden’s valet.
As soon as the news of ox-Gov. Tilden s death
reached the Mayor of Yonkers the flags on the
city buildings were placed at half-mast. The
feeling of regret was universal.
The President'Hettrs the News.
President Cleveland was the first man in
Washington to receive telegraphic new« of Mr.
•Tilden’s death. Sneaker Carlisle and Senator
Beck wore with tho President when the news
reached him. and observed that he was visibly
affected. The President sent out word that ho
would boo no more callers except members
of tho Cabinet. Tho Cabinet officers called
one by one ns promptly ns they heard
the news from Greystone. and in conference
with the President on announcement of Mr.
Tilden’s death was prepared. The President
sent to Col. S. J. Tilden, Jr., at Yonkers, the fol-
lowing dispatch:
“I have this moment learned of tho sudden
death of your illustrious relative, Samuel J.
Tilden, and hasten to express my individual
sorrow in an event by which tho State of New
York has lost her most distinguished son and
the nation one of its wisest and most patriotic
counselors. Grovkr Cleveland.
DeinonstrullonH of Grief.
When the nows of Mr. Tilden's death reached
Washington it was received without surprise.
On motion of Mr. Morrison the House unani-
mously adopted the following resolution :
“That the House of Representatives of tho
United States has heard with profound sorrow
of the death of that eminent and distinguished
ciiizen, Samuel J. Tilden."
Flogs were placed at half-mast all over Now
York in witneRs of tho sorrow felt over the
death of Mr. Tilden. Tho news spread rapidly,
and was tho principal topic of conversation in
all public places of the city. The Board of
Sachems of Tammany Hall adopted renolutions
deploring tho death of Mr. Tilden, eulogizing
his character, and recommending that the
meeting-room of the society be draped in
mourning; that tho flag on Tammany Hall ho
displayed at half-staff from sunrise until sun-
set each day until after the funeral ceremo-
nies, and that the society attend the funeral.
The New York Pork Commissioners also passed
eulogistic resolutions.
Flags were placed at half-mast in Detroit, and
j)r®|)arationB wore made for draping many of tne
The common council of Yonkers passed
resolutions of sympathy for the family of tho
dead statesman.
Gov. McEnerr of Louisianna issued a procla-
mation eulogizing Mr. Tilden and recommend-
ing that all public offices in the State ho closed
on the day appointed for tho funeral, and that
the proper military and civil honors lie paid to
his memory. Public business was suspended
at New Orleans, the city buildings wore closed,
and tho flag on the City Hall was placed at half-
mast.
Governor Hill, of New York, issued aproclnmo-
tion announcing the death of Mr. Tilden, re-
viewing h's career and directing that all flags
on public buildings of the State be displayed at
half-mast until after the funeral, and that all
citizens unite in giving expression to their re-gret. _
Opinions of Public Men on the Probable
Effect of Mr. Tilden’s Death.
Senator Henna— I don’t think Mr. Tilden's
death will cause any sort of disturbance in poli-
tics. Ho had retired from the political arena so
far as it rested with him to do. Naturally his
advice was sought.
Senator Beck— Ho was a big man. but his
death will not cause any trouble in the party.
No man in the party is essential to this world.
Samuel J. Randall— It is sad news. All our
» old chieftains are dripping off. "Tis a great
f loss.
Fitz-John Porter— Tho loss will fall very
heavilv on the Democracy. Mr. Tilden was re-
garded as a mentor by many of the leaders of
the party, and they will now be at a great loss
where to go for advice. I doubt if they can
ever replace him.
Senator Murphy, of New York— It seems to
me that the Democratic party is rapidly going
to pieces. All of its shining lights are being
taken away by the hand of death. Mr. Tilden
was a man whom the Democratic party can
never replace.
Senator Plunkett, of New York— Samuel J.
Tilden's loss will be felt for many a day after
ho is laid to rest, and there will never bo found
a man to toko up the party’s causo where he
laid it down.
Judge J. L. Chipmon, of Detroit— Mr. Til-
den'g death entails a great loss on the country.
He was a sage— an adviser, not of his party only
but of the nation.
Sketch of Governor Tilden's Career.
Bamnel Jones Tilden was horn at New Leba-
non. Columbia County, N. Y., in 1814. His an-
cestors were among the early immigrants to
Massachusetts, where they settled in 1634.^ As
a boy Tilden was rather delicate in physique,
and received his early education at homo.
When 18 years old, in 1835, he entered Yale in a
class with Chief Justice Waite, Senator Evarts,
and Judge Pierpont. bnt left on account of his
health. He graduated at the University of New
York.
At this time, in 1834, party feeling was run*
ning very high over the heated issnes raised by
the Jackson administration, and Mr. Tilden. whe
already displayed considerable ability and was
a bom Democrat, had taken an interest in polit-
ical affairs, his writings receiving much public
attention. Being of a somewhat stadions nature
he adopted the legal profession, and entered the
law office of Mr. Jonn W. Edmunds, of New
York City, although continuing to take an active
interest in political affairs. His first appear-
ance os a public speaker was when he was
24 years old, and his maiden effort is said
to have been very creditable both in matter
and manner. The great financial panic of 1837
had then Just taken place, and in tne Presiden-
tial campaign of 1840 Mr. Tilden, who had be-
come a prominent noltticlan, assumed a position
on financial questions which he never aban-
doned. He condemned the money quacks who
advocated inflation, irredeemable currency,
and irresponsible credits, and his discussions
on tho subject were published as campaign
documents, and gave Mr. Tilden a national rep-
utation.
In 1844 he engaged as a partner in the publi-
cation of tho New York Daily Newt, and in the
following year was elect d, without persoual
effort, to the New York Assembly, where he
used his best efforts to secure a call for a State
convention. At the convention Mr. Tilden be-
came a prominent figure, and many of the most
important reforms in the Constitution, with a
view to secure an honest administration, were
made at his suggestion.
Owing to tho growth of his legal reputation
and tho consequent increase in his clientage he
to his legal profession and his successful busi-
ness investments having made him wealthy, he
•oosi after tho close of the war again began to
interest himself in itolitics, and m 1806, when
Horatio Seymour was the Democratic candidate
for the Governorship of New York, Tilden was
Chairman of the Democratic State Committee.
It Was kt this time that ho displayed his shrewd-
ness as a political manager, for tho victory of
Seymour in the midst of the geueral disaster
wae due as much to Tildon as to the personal
popularity of tho candidate.
The great fight against the old Tammany
crowd— Tweed, Sweeny, Genet, and others— was
the next event in the history of Mr. Tildon. His
training as a lawyer admirably fitted hini for
the work, and although Tweed and his Tam-
many Hall associates controlled the State con-
vention of 1889, Tildon obtained a hearing, and
when finally hooted and hissed down, shouted
his prophetic words: “You may refuse to give
me an audience, hut tho people of New York
whom you have robbed will hear me." Subse-
quently, after consultation with ex-Governor
Seymour, Charles O’Conor, and others, the re-
doubtable “committee of seventy" was formed,
and Tilden led the attack.
With a view to stopping the supplies, the first
attack was on Connolly, tne treasurer, who, after
consultation with Tilden, turned the treasury
over to a deputy named by the committee, and
any attomptof the corrupt judges to oust him
on Tweed’s order was prevented by an opinicn
by Mr. O’Conor sustaining the appointment,
which was confirmed by the corporation coun-
sel, O'Gorman. Then followed tho examination
of tho Broadway bank, and Mr. Tilden’s dis-
covery of tho percentages that seemed to be
added to the accounts of the ring, exposing
Sweeny and Tweed, as well os tho smaller
scoundrel s.
The fight was continued in tho next Demo-
cratic State Convention in 1871, at which n ticket
was nominated which was favorable to tho Tam-
many ring. Mr. Tilden was elected by the As-
sembly, however, and there secured some
amendments to tho famous “Tweed charter"
which rendered robbery by public officials less
easy. The result was. ns' known, that the ring
Judges were impeached, and its members, ex-
cept those who escaped, served time in tho peni-
tentiary. To Samuel J. Tilden is due, more
than any one else, tho success of tho raid on
Tammany.
Mr, Tilden then entered upon his career as
Governor. In the fall of 1874 the Democratic
mState Convention no inated him for that j)OBi-
tion, and it was the “still hunt" policy which
afterward inode hjm famous thai gave
him his 51,000 majority over his popular
opponent, General John A. Dix, who had
at the prior election defeated the Demo-
cratic candidate by 50,000 votes. Tilden's
reputation in tho crushing out of tho Tweed
regime brought him many Republican votes.
As Governor he broke up tho canal ring, in
which both i>olitical parties had participated in
the spoils. He refused appointments to men
unfit for tho places sought, and by reason of
such refusals incurred the enmity and hatred
of John Kelly, tho sachem of the reorganized
Tammany Club.
Tho success of Mr. Tilden as Governor had in-
crers jd the fame he had acquired by his disrup-
tion of the Tammany ring, and os the spring of
1S7G approached his availability as a Democratic
candidate for the Presidency was very generally
canvassed. Believing there was an Augean stum-
ble to ho cleaned out in national affairs, Mr. Til-
den expressed his willingness to attempt its pu-
rification with us much hope of success as in
tho other cases. Ho carried tno delegation from
his own State, and on tho first ballot in the
convention at fit. Ixiuis received 403 votes. A
two-thirds vote being necessary, he was nomin-
ated on the second ballot by 508 votes, and an
enthusiastic campaign was entered upon, con-
ducted by Mr. Tildon in person.
On the morning after the election the success of
Mr. Tildon wan generally conceded, ho having
carried all of tho Southern States, and New
York, New Jersey, Connecticut, and Indiana, the
popular majority being over a quarter of a mill-
ion. Tho question whether Mr. Tilden favored
the Electoral Commission or not at tho time
was not clear, and has boon the subject of
much controversy since. It was learned some
months afterward that he bail strenuously op-
posed the adoption of tho extra constitutional
scheme recommended by tho joint committee,
and that ho hod told some of the Democratic
leaders that ho might lose the Presidency but
that he would not raffie for it.
The proceedings of the electoral commission
are common history.
Blaine's Opinion of Gov. Tilden.
In bis “Tw&ity Years of Congress" James G.
Blaine savs nit Mr. Tildon'
By a fortunate concurrence of conditions
which ho partly made, and which with signal
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Htate of tho North in his grasp. He em-
bodied the one thought which expressed the
discontent with Republicanism and the
hope of tho Democracy. He evinced a power
of leadership which no man in his party could
rival. Tho Democracy before his day could
count but four chiefs of the first rank— Jeffer-
son, Madison, Jackson, and Van Buren. Mr.
Tildon was not, indeed, a leader of tho same
class with these masters who for so long a
period shaped tho whole thought and policy
of thoif party, but lie displayed political
capacity of a very high ordof. He was
trained in the school of the famous Al-
bany Regency, and had exhibited much of
its ingenuity and power. Ho placed his re-
liance both upon ideas and organization. He
sought to captivate the popular imagination
with a striking thought, and he supported it
with tho most minute and systematic work. In
his own State he discarded all leaders of equal
rank with himself and selected active young
men or mere personal followers as his lieuten-
ants. He boro no brother near the throne. In
other States he secured strong alliances to pro-
mote his interests, and called into existence a
national force which was potent as it was com-
pact.
Mr. Tilden has been the subject of vehement
and contradictory judgments. His friends have
well-nigh canonized him as representing the
highest two of public virtue; his foes have
painted him as an adept in craft and intrigue.
His partisans have held him up as the evangel
of a new and purer dispensation ; bis opponents
declare that his ability is marred by selfishness
and characterized by cunning. His followers
have exalted him as the ablest and most high-
minded statesman of the time; his critics
have described him as a most artful, astute,
and unscrupulous politician. The truth doubt-
less lies between the two extremes. Adroit,
ingenious, and wary, skillful to plan and strong
to execute, cautious in judgment and vigorous
in action, taciturn and mysterious as a rale, and
yet singularly opon and frank on occasion, rest-
ing on the old tradition, yet leading in new
pathways, surprising in the force of his blows,
and yet leaving a sense of reserved power,
Mr. Tilden unquestionably ranks among
the greatest luasten of political management
that our day has seen. Certain it is that his
extraordinary success and his exceptional posi-
tion had inspired tho Democratic party with
the conviction that he was the one man to com-
mand victory, And he moved forward to the
Presidency With A confidence which discouraged
his opponents and inspired bis supporters with
a sense of irresistible strength.
John O’MaiiLey, of Dallas County,
Iowa, is 112 years old, hale and hearty.
Extent of the Society in America
—Expose of Their Secret
Workings.
Their Plana for Removing Capi-
talista-Dagger and Dyna-
mite Advocated.
Scheme to Arm the Tramps -Many
Female Members of the Or-
ganization.
Startling Developments by a Member of
the Pinkerton Detective
Agency.
At the present time there is scarcely a mat-
ter of moro interest to the American people as
a whole, and society at large, than that of the
anarchist organization throughout tho country,
threatening, as it does openly, their lives and
property. The recent terrible riot in Chicago,
and the fearful work done by the anarchist
weapon, the dynamite bomb, is fresh in the
memory of all, and is kept so by the trial of tho
leading members of the organization in Chi-
cago, new drawing to a close. This murder-
ous outbreak opened the eyes of the
American public to the danger which con-
stantly threatens it, and has filled the
authorities with a determination to destroy the
organization, as far as possible, root and branch,
and to place the prime movers in it where they
will he harmless. It is well known that tho
hotbed of anarchism is located in Chicago, but
very few know how extensive it is, even in that
city. The ramifications of tho anarchist organi-
zation extend throughout the country in every
direction, and it numbers in its membership sev-
eral thousands of people. Next to Chicago,
New York contains the most believers in the
doctrines o( anarchy, Milwaukee coming next.
The revelations at the trial have been start-
ling in many respects, and a great deal of in-
formation has been given upon tho stand in
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The above cut represents tho weapons used by
the anarchists in tho recent riots in Chicago,
and which were captured by tho police of that
city.
No. 1. A dagger made from a file.
No. 2. Giant powder cartridge.
Nos. 3 and 4. Hand grenade shells.
No. 5. Dynamite bombs.
regard to the anarchists and their doings. Tho
most thrilling and at tho same time reliable
story has been told by one of Pinkerton's men—
Capt. John Cornish, Superintendent of tho
Eastern office of the groat detective bureau. It
has been an open secret that this celebrated
firm of detectives has had its men lo-
cated in the very midst of tho anarchists in
Chicago and have been posted as to their doings
all along. It is stated that when tho anarchists
began to arm themselves and manufacture
dynamite bombs tho Pinkertons warned
the authorities of Chicago as to tho volcano be-
neath their feet; hut the story seemed so
incredible that they paid no attention to it, and
so fell an easy victim to their deathly designs
later on. Just bow the Pinkertons have gained
tneir information concerning the anarchists is.
of course, unknown outside of themselves and
operatives, but it is generally conceded by de-
tectives that they are better jKisted than any
one else on the subject.
The anarchists, says Superintendent Cornish,
are an outgrowth of the socialists, aud were
first developed in this country in New York
City, through the exertions of the saloon-keep-
er Schwab, whose name is entirely familiar to
the public in connection with socialistic mat-
ters. While Schwab was hard at work in New
York converting socialists to anarchism, a
printer named Paul Grottkau, who had just
come over from Germany, was laboring with a
similar amount of zeal for the same purpose in
Chicago. His plan was to attend all the meet-
ings of the socialists and make speeches of the
most blood-curdling nature against the capital-
ists of the country and society in general. It
was not long before Schwab and Gottkau suc-
ceeded in ingratiating themselves with the
socialists and in making many converts among
them. These converts were mostly made up of
Germans, Poles, aud Scandinavians, and a few
who called themselves Americans simply be-
cause they could speak the English language.
One of the first to blossom out as a recLhot
anarchist was A. R. Parsons, a Texas printer,
who had been known for years as a labor agi-
tator. This man is one of the leaders now on
trial in Chicago. In order to prove to the satis-
faction of his followers that he practiced what
he preached— the equality of the human race—
| he married a negress. Of the two Mrs. Porsonsl
is the fiercest fire-eater, and always spoke at
every mooting of the socialists and anarchists.
Bho is a desperate dynamiter, and in addition
to advocating the employment of that fearful
explosive, advises throat-cutting and the torch
for property owners and their possessions indis-
criminately. Parsons soon took tho lead away
from Grottkau, and gathered about him a num-
ber of outcasts from foreign countries, who had
left their native land for its good. These bo
fonned into an organization known os the L U.
W. P. A., or, in brief, Anarchists' Society.
Parsons took unto himself a bosom friend in
<he person of August Spies. Bpies was a printer,
And tho editor of tho German socialist news-
paper known as the Arbeiter Zeitun/i, which was
published at No. 1U7 Fifth avenue, Chicago.
Bpies brought with him a hoit of anarchists,
among them the man Fischer, a member of the
staff ot the ArUitcr Zcittuuj. This paper has
changed from a socialist organ to n rank an-
archist sheet. This paper had a great influence
in making anarchist converts, for it had a large
circulation among German and Polish socialists
throughout the country.. In order to increase
the membership, advertisements were placed
in the dally pnpers. and large bulletins pasted
upon the hall door, announcing the moot-
ings at which all would be permit-
ted to speak. * Tho topic discussed was
isually “Capital Against Labor.” These meet-
ing were held upstairs at No. 54 Welt Lake
street, and were attended by ae bloodthirsty a
set as can bo imagined. Beneath the hall was
a saloon kept by a man named Grleff, who is
as enthusiastic an anarchist as can be found
anywhere. There Is nothing too murderous for
this man to believe in with reference to the re-
moval of capitalists and property owners. He
believed so firmly in sccjallstic doctrines that
he married a widow with a number of children
who owned No. 54 West Lake street, started a
boarding house, made his wife attend the
boarders and the children the bar, while he
preached anarchy and destruction in its most
ferocious forms. To illustrate what kind of a
man he is to have in a community, I will relate
the substance of a conversation which
occurred in his bar-room one night after one
of their meetings. Spies, Fielden, Parsons, and
a man named Dusuy were present. The party
was drinking beer in Grieff’ s bar-room ana dis-
cussing what had boon said at the meeting. Mrs.
Panons had made the speech of the evening, in
which she strongly advised that all the mem-
bers should at once arm themselves witn dyna-
mite bombs and proceed immediately In the
night time to the palatial residenoes of the rich
on all the avenues and streets of Chicago, and
at the stroke of a certain hour hurl the weapons
of destruction against the structures and blow
them and their cursed occupants to pieces. “Of
course, some innocent people will be killed,"
she said, “but we can not afford to waste our
sympathy upon them. You cannot make an
omelet without breaking eggs." In speaking
of this Grieff said that dynamite and
pistols were all well enough, but be
advocated the free use of the knife and dagger,
as they madn no noise and did their work
effectually. Fielden remarked that while he
knew they must use dynamite without hesita-
tion in destroying property, he believed in
throat-cutting as the surest and best way of re-
moving tho capitalists. He fully agreed with
Grieff. Hpies calmly listened to all that had
been said, aud then remarked that what they
oposed was all well enough, hut he had some-
ing better to offer them. "My scheme," said
he, "is tho best in tho world. I have given a
good deal of time to it, and have studied it out
carefully and closely. My plan is this: Let
every man ana himself with a little syringe
iust large enough to he concealed in the closed
hand. The point of the syringe should bo just
as small ana fln.e as that of a needle, so that it
can easily penotrats tho clothing and skin. The
must be filled with prussic
INNOCENT LAMBS.
bulb of tho syringe n
acid, nnd then it is
Such Were the Chicago Bomb-Throw-
ers, According to the Witnesses
for the Defense.
The Bloodthirsty Policemen Did All the
Shooting and All the
' ; Killing.
Anned with this, you can walk up alongside of
the aapitalist to be removed, quickly insert tho
needle point through his clothes and into his
flesh, and at the same time squeeze the bulb,
sending the prussic acid into his veins. The
victim would not mind the attack any more
than ho would notice a slight prick of a pin or
the bite of a flea, and the poison would kill him
in a very few minutes, and his death would be
a horrible one. He would not know, and if ho
did ho-could not tell, what had been done to
him." This ingenious, death-dealing scheme
was greeted with acclamations of approve! by
all.
Fielden had joined Parsons, Spies, Schwab,
oad Fischer shortly before that At that time
he was the driver of a stone wagon. He la an
Englishman, and was born at Tormorden of
poor parents. In this country he has worked
upon the farm of “I/mg John Wentworth, and
in a stone-quarry. Without exception he was
the worst throat-cutting advocate who spoke to
tho anarchists at their meetings. Fielden
brought with him another adtator named Gor-
sneh. The whole precious Tot of thugs then
began systematic organization in dead earnest.
Tho anarchist organization was divided up into
groups, each holding regular meetings twice n
week under tho general name of the “L U. W.
P. A." Tho Germans, Poles, and Bohemians
of the city flocked into the groups, aud
listened delightedly to the . fiery talk of prop-
erty and life destruction. Everything was
to bo accomplished by force, and that in its
most barbaric and inhuman forms. They
never spoke of building up anything, it was
nothing hut destruction. In a very snort time
there were five or six anarchist groups in the
city. They hod as their banners, very natural-
ly, red ami black flags, signifying blood, de-
struction and death. The Arbeiter Zeitung was
their organ. In the fall of 18(44 tho principal
group, known as the American group No. 1, was
formed by Parsons, Fielden, Spies, Holmes,
Barker, Keegan, and John A. Henry. Homes
was a young man connected with an insurance
agency. Barker was an expressman and a great
dynamiter. Keegan was a blatherskite sort of
chap, while Henry was a smooth-talking villain
of a printer.
The American group, which was the principal
one, as I have stated, met every Wednesday
evening aud Sunday afternoon, on tho third
floor of No. 54 Lake street (west). The man
named Holmes was elected permanent treas-
urer, and Fielden permanent secretary. These
were the only permanently appointed officials
connected with the group. About all that
Fielden hod to do was to note the subject dis-
cussed at tho meetings, and the speakers, in a
little hook, and to give out the subject to bo
spoken on at the next meeting. Tho treasurer
initiated new members and collected dues and
private subscriptions. He paid the expense
hills. No bonds wore demanded from him as a
guarantee of his honesty. All surplus
money was divided between Parsons, Bpies,
Fielden, Holmes, Henry, and the saloon-
keeper Grieff. For his share of the
surplus, Grieff supplied the meeting with vile
beer and worse cigars. Tho leaders secured
most of their living from those surplus funds.
Tho secretary usually called tho meetings to
order, and a chairman was then elected to act
during tho session. The principal speaker was
allowed one hour in which to give his views,
and was followed by others who were confined
to fifteen-minute speeches. At the conclusion
of the speaking Fielden would announce to the
audience that as they were not millionaires it
would he necessary to take np a collection to
defray the euienses of tho aas and hall. Nearly
all generally resiionded to this request, and sut>-
seriptions ranged from five cents to fl. After
the cash was safely taken care of, Fielden would
announce that anybody could join tho group by
signing their names in a book and paying a fee
of ten cents. If any one didn’t hapjien to have
the ten cents, why it made no great difference.
During the fall of 1884 and the spring of 1885
tho organization of anarchists thrived wonder-,
fully, aud the little meeting hall was packed I
always. It soon hecamo a great resort for
tramps, who could air their grievances, enjoy a
good fire, and get an occasional glass of beer
from Grieff for nothing. Women were as eager-
ly welcomed to the organization as men, and
some of them wore the most earnest and hard-
est workers of the lot. Among the most promi-
nent female anarchists was, quite naturally,
Mrs. Parsons, the colored wife of the leader.
Mrs. Hchwab came next to her, and was a very
active worker for the organization. Both were
as homely as sin, and it was a toss np as to
which was the prettier. Next came a Mrs.
Arnes, who was the next most enthusiastic be-
liever in dvnamite to Mrs. Parsons. Bhe be-
lieved in the use of tho dagger, pistol, and
other weapons as well. An jibing that would
cause death suited her perfectly, no matter
what it was. Bhe was a perfect vixen and a
decidedly dangerous person. A Miss Moore,
who had turned the shady side of 30, unmar-
ried and disgnsted with the world and society
in general and herself in particular, also took a
prominent part in the work, and never failed
to make hersi
meeting.
Apparently all that was being done or said
transpired at these meetings, which were open
to the public, hut in reality all important busi-
ness whs transacted at a secret meeting held
after the public one had been adjourned. None
but "true blue" anarchists were admitted
to these secret conclaves. AH the
women were admitted to these, how-
ever, for no stancher supporters of the
doctrine of anarchy than they could be found.
They were desperately in earnest in all they
said and did . It was at these secret business
meetings that ways and means were discussed.
The principal echorne was to raise funds enough
to procure the services of a thoroughly skilled
professor of chemistry, one who was awaynp
on tho subject of explosives in general, and
dynamite in particular. This professor was to
take a class ( f anarchists and instruct them
fully in all the mysteries of explosives, lo that
they could in tarn instruot their fellow-anarch-
ists and prepare them for the revolution which
was to arrive in time. This matter of a revolu-
all the meetings,
constantly.
a» me ume or me uayinarketriot in May there
were no less than thirteen regularly con stitated
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Another week of the anarchist trial has come
and gone, and yet the end seems a long way off.
The chief gossip of Chicago is in reapeot to the
probable outcome of this now celebrated case.
A great many express fears that the weakness
of the law and the tactics of the defense will to*
gather furnish means of escape for the eight
criminals, who are held to be at least morally
responsible for the Haymarket riot and Its
dreadful results. Others seem to hold to the
opinion that some of them, at least, will he con-
victed of murder.
The defense sot up by the prisoners' counsel
is regarded generally as a very weak one.
though nrobably the best that could be offered
under the ciroumstanoes. A large number of
witnesses have been examined, nearly all of
whom wore regular readers of the Arbeiter
Zeitvtig, and either avowed socialists or social-
istic sympathizers . Most of tne witnesses thus
far examined by the defense have been called
for the apparent purpose of attempting to prove
a negative. Under the rigorous prompting of
the counsel for the prisoners they have been
made to testify to what they did not see, what
they did not hear, wha) they were not in*
fonned of, and what they were not in a position
to know anything definitely about, we have
had a series of witnesses to prove that they did
not see pistols tn the hgndsof the socialists
who were assembled in front of the speak-
ers' stand. An effort to prove a nega-
tive must inevitably result in failure.
Indeed, under any strict nilee of evi-
dence such testimony would not bo per-
mitted. But apparently both the court and the
counsel for the prosecution are disposed toallow
the widest latitude to the defense, for the rea-
son that it is clearly as much for the interest of
the people as for that of the prisoners that the
whole truth shall be brought out during the ex-
amination of witnesses. But for tho purpose of
establishing any moral probability as to the
guilt or innocence of the accused, all this testi-
mony as to what was not seen or heard is worm-
less. Up to this time the chain of proof sub-
mitted by tho prosecution has not been broken
at a siiido point.
But the most ridiculous proposition the de-
fense has been laboring to establish is that the
police did all tho shooting at the Haymarket:
that the anarobiste were a peaceable lot of
l&mb-liko innocents, and that tho gathering
where the bomb was thrown wae a perfectly
legitimate and lawful assembly of highly
respectable gentlemen that met together for the
most peaceful purpose imaginable. While
their orators wore occupied in calm and tem-
perate discussion of some public questions,
counseling their hearers to abstain from all
manifestations of violence, to respect and
obey the laws, and to conduct themsolvoa m
quiet, orderly, aud well-behaved citizens, %
squad of polic
lerself heard with the rest at every
hb u e, in  i
tion was openly agitated at
and preached to the people 
At the tim f the H ma
t
groups of anarchists in the city.'of Chicago,
In addition to these, there arc about seventy-
five anarchist groups located in different parts
of the country, all bound in the firm belief of
tho dangerous doctrines of anarchy. "I tell
you," said Supt. Cornish, “that these anarchists
are dangerous people to have around, and they
should he crushed out of existence as quickly
as possible and not allowed to spring np again.
This Is a Tree country’ and all that, but it has
no use for such murderous scum. Now la the
time to do it Certainly the people of Chicago
have woke np to their danger, and I think that
an example will be made of the leaders they
now are trying.”
icemen appeared and commenced
shooting them down right and left. Being un-
armed, the peaceable gentlemen composing
the assembly did not return the fusillade, but
hastened to get out of the range of the guns of
their wicked assailants as fast as they oould.
Nevertheless, the satanio policemen continued
shooting at them ; and, not content with killing
and wounding many of them, turned their
deadly weapons sgainst each other, and, to
make the work of death in their own rankt
more complete, threw a dynamite bomb Into
their midst. In this way the infernal polioe-
men managed to kiU seven or eight of their own
nnmber and to maim, mutilate, and wound sixty
or seventy more, In addition to the number of
peaceful and unarmed ottlsens that thoy either
killed or wounded. Briefly stated, the defense
judged by the trend of the so-called testimony
thus far adduced, seems to be about this : The
defendants did not advise, encourage, aid, abet,
or perpetrate the Haymarket butchery : 1. Be-
cause that monstrous crime was advised, en-
couraged, aided, abetted, and perpetrated by
the polioe. 2. Because the defendants exerted
all tneir strength and influence to prevent the
police from committing it 3. Because the de-
fendants wore somewhere else when the police
perpetrated that awful crime. These are the
three propositions which the attorneys for the
defense appear to be struggling to establish.
Carter H. Harrison, Mayor of Chicago, was the
first witness placed upon the stand by tho de-
fense. The purpose was to show that after list-
ening to speeches at the Haymarket meeting
he told Inspector Bonflold that there was noth-
ing in the affair to justify interferenci
olfp ice.
Dr, James D. Taylor, an aged physician and
i avowed socialist, testified that he was on the
edge of tho sidewalk at the Haymarket meet-
ing before the speaking commenced, and re-
mained there until bullets began to fly. He
saw the bomb thrown, but did not see a mem-
ber of the retreating crowd fire a shot, the po-
lice alone emptying their revolvers.
Barton HI mon son, a traveling salesman, wae ex-
amined at length. The main pointof his evideno*
was that concerning the point from which tho
bomb was thrown and Its direction. The prin-
cipal witnesses for the Btata swore that the
bomb proceeded from the mouth of the alley-
way in a westerly direction. Bimonson
stoutly maintained that it was thrown from the
sidewalk, twenty feet south of tho south line of
the alleyway, and proceeded in a northwesterly
direction. There wore two other witnesses
examined to corroborate Simonson. Their
answers as to the direction of the bomb were too
pat to he convincing, and in the minor details
they differed materially from the chief witness
for tho defense. Their sympathies with the
prisoners were scarcely eonoealed. One of them,
a Secretary of the notorious Central Labor
Union, told tho improbable story that the light-
ed fuse preceded the bomb in its course through
the air, and he swore that it was thrown from
behind a wagon, which appears, as far as the
evidence has gone, to be almost impossible.
A witness named August Kruram, who in slie'
and general outline somewhat resembles Hpies,
was put on the stand to testify that at about tho
time when Gilmer says he saw tho editor ot the
bacco pijioH. Krunivi's alleged companion on
that occasion, William Albrecht, was put on the
stand to corroborate this story. The weakness
of this line of defense is apparent It is a tacit
admission that Gilmer had some ground for his
statement, and that bo was honestly mistaken-
mistaking a tobacco-pipe to be a bomb. Bnt
Gilmer swore that he saw the fuse “sizzle" after
ignition, and that tho person who ho says wae
Bcbimubelt advanced with the substance to
which the fuse was attached and throw it into
the midst of the police. Neither Krumm's nor
Albrecht's evidence can bo made to correspond
in any wav with this portion of Gilmer's story.
Besides, there is no resemblance between Al-
brecht and Fchnaubelt. The witnesses contra-
dicted each other in minor details, and Kruium
broke down completely under tne Btate’s At-
torney's cross-examination, Like most of
the socialistic and semi-socialistic wit-
nesses, he attempted to prove too much. Ho
swore that be saw Bpies, Fielden, and Panons
on the wagon while howai standing wifci his
hack to the north wall of Crane’s alley, four or
five feet from the corner. As the wall inter-
vened, and as the witness’ face was turned from
the speaken, it was impossible that ho oould
see them in that position. Krumm fell into the
mistake of some who testified previously
as to the point where the bomb ex-
ploded. He said It exploded at least
twenty feet south of the south line of the-
alleyway, whereas, a« proved by overwhelming
testimony, it exploded directly opposite the
alleyway. The witness gave a rambling and
unsatisfactory account of the circumstances
which led to bis being at the Haymarket meet-
ing, and before be left the stand tho Htate's At-
torney wrung from him tne confession that be-
had spent a week in the bridewell last sum-
mer. Kntmm’s confederate, Albrecht, told »
more consistent story ; but he, too, broke down.
The eagerness of tin German socialist wit-
nesses to swear that the bomb was thrown from
a point south of the alleyway suggested "coach-
ing* by the anarchist sympathisers, and led Ur
numerous blunders as to details. One witness-
swore he saw no boxes on the sidewalk near
where be said he stood, though If he spoke the
truth he must have been pushed against them.
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WILLIAM H. ROGERS, Editor.
Saturday, August 14, 1886.
Republican County Convention.
A delegate Convention of the Republicans of
Ottawa County will be held at the court houie. In
the City of Grand Haven, on Monday, Auguat 16th.
1886, at ll o'clock a. m., for the purpose of elect-
Conveni!he?dlt^the*CUj t-6 StJlt- c'°-n''eDlIon to' be
--------- .... of Grand Rapids, August 25th
next; U delegates to the Conreeslonal Conven-
tion of the Fifth District, to be held in the City of
Grand Radlds, August 19th next; to elect delegates
to the Senatorial Convention, hereafter to be1, J wu.wuituu  uo cBiitT 06
called, and to elect a new county committee, and
for the transaction of such other business as may
properly be brought before the convention.
In accordance with a resolution adopted by the
county committee, July 20th, A. D. 18&, the sev-
eral towns and cities will be entitled to delegates
as follows:
Allendale 6, Blendon 3, Chester 8, Crockery 5.
Georgetown 6, Grand Haven township 2: Grand
Haven City. 1st ward 4. 2d ward 3, 3d ward 7, 4th
wardS; Holland township 11; Holland City, let
ward 2, 2d ward 2. 3d ward 4, 4th ward 1 ; James-
town 5, Olive 5, Polkton 12, Robinson 1, Spring
call caucuses in good time and see that the delega-
tions are tilled.
By order of Committee.^ geo. iv. mcbride,
GEO. D. TURNER, Chairman.
Secretary.
Grand Haven, July 21st, 1886.
Editor Rogers of the Holland City
News must have bad a i'leedle difficulty”
in hii household lately that causes him to
give vent to his feeling la this style: "We
have wished a thouiad times that we had
been born a girl Instead of an editor, so
that we could have beeu independent. In
Michigan a hired girl is financially and
generally the most independent being that
was ever created. ’’—ilf/wan Democrat.
Joseph P. Allen, John A. Roost, Henry Elferdlnk,
Ulendon, Georgetown. Jamestown— No repre-
sentation.— Report adopted.
The report of Committee on Order of
Business was submitted and adopted. ££
Report of Committee on Permanent Or-
ganization was adopted.
The convention proceeded to elect a
chairman of the Democratic County Com-
mittee.
On motion of D. 0. Watson, V. W.
Seeley was re-elected by acclamation.
The method to govern the election of
delegates to the various conventions, was
discussed at some length, when on motion
of V, W. Seely, it was decided that the
delegates from the 1st Legislative Districts
should elect eight and those from the 2nd
should elect six delegatus to the several
conventions which resulted as follows:
Delegates to the State Convention are as
follows:
lit District— J. G. Van Putten, Thos. 8avidge,
I. H. Sanford, V. W, Seeley, 0. J. Pfaff, F. G-
Churchill, J. W. Van Den Berg, F. C. Bury.
2nd District— D. O. Watson, G. M. Miller. R. A.
Hyma, R. 8. Chappell, C. De Patter, J. Wieeman.
Delegates to the Congressional Conven-
tion are:
$fu>
Special Offer
—LOW GRADE—
FOR FEEDING
STOCK and H03S
ONLY
Mil 1 1 i I. Sad.
The cheapest and most nutritious Cattle
food in the market.
let District— J. N. Reynolds, J . A. Roost, Peter
De Witt, J. MIedema, J. P. Allen, H. 0. Sanford,
J. Mastenbroek, R, J. L. Matt! ..... ' TjiiiM”
2nd Diitrict— Thos. Heffron, I. V. Harris, W.
TIRIT A. SACK
The local papers like to publish all the
news. No one is more troubled over the
omission of some item that ought to ------- - ---- — --------- — - — -
have been published than the editor, but gatea t0 lbe various conventions were au-
__ « « * . a .* I thnri'vnrl frv r\r/\nn a on Kof iftv I m ^ „ F
Sivers, Berend Kamp's, Thos“McCartv7 David
Cobb.
Delegates to Senatorial Convention are
as follows:
1st District— MaJ . B. D. Safford, Wm. Ben-
jaminse, Johannes Dykema, S. 0. Earns, David E.
Rose, R. Veneklassen, Jotin Boorst, Edward
Painter.
2nd District-N. Garrison, Geo. M. Miller, R. A.
Hyma.D. Van Eenenaam, Perry Pennoyer, James
Fryer.
On motion of F. G. Churchill the dele-
WALSH, DE ROO & CO.
Standard Roller Mills, Holland, Mich.
27-4t.
SMOKE
wwu jjuuucucu u u mo cuuo u -----
nine times out of ten the omission is not thorize(1 10 procure a substitute, In case of
his fault. He hunts around, questions ,nabIllty 011 their Part 10 altend| the con-
this one and Interviews another and veDllon 10 wbich tbey bad beeD dulJr
gathers up every thing that he thinks will elected-
interest tha readers of his paper, but after J* P‘ Allen offtred lbe follcwiog resc-
publlcatton day, he is told by some friend ^ u^on:
that he has overlooked quite an interest- hat it Is the sense of this con-
ing bit of news which untamnatno’ I that we do oot. ^ orse any
nvn
HAVANA FILLED
Price 5 Gents.
Notice of Commissioners
on Claims.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, I
County of Ottawa, j89
Pbobatk Count ron said Coustt, — 7
Estate of Robert B. Best, Deceased.
Notice to Teachers.
Tbo Ottawa County lioutuol ocuoui examiners
will meet at the following named times and piace.
during the summer and iall of 1886, for the pur-
pose of examining applicants for teacher’s certifi-
cate!.
Special, Auj. 18th, it Ztelani
Special, Aug, 25. at Grand Haven,
Special, Sept. 24, at Oocperevllle.
Begnlar, Oct. 29, at Srand Haven,
special sessions of the Board.
aminer?flr th6 CouatJ Board 0, 9ch°o1
24 ,im. MRS. A. V. Wkatucrwax. Sec’y.,
ing bit or new. which an enlerpn.log ^  ^for . ^ offlcVto^e ormioafed^bv b7
newepapor ought to have publiehed. But dotted . flhi8 corv“utbu whJ
Ud. good friend imte.d of giving ‘he li tany wev ideutlfled with any ue.ioo.l
eenbe the item before the paper went to lauteu. persons having claims against said Estate, int,cl8Uua umTlllK iu i against saiu Estate, li
preie, kept It to himself until 'it could not | R; A' wa3 ^ -elected Secretary of cloln’ 10 r°r '1>mln*
be used by the localizer. | lbe democratic County Committee. | cNo_tjQe to hereby given, .that we win meet onvy uukj V^ULULUUICC I avuiiyo ! UCIDUJ JJ1VCU, UlfU WC
„ , , On motion the chairman of the present and'on'fe^Vthe^liU
For some days past trouble with the | ward and township committee were coo- 1 £ of&lt^
GERRIT J. DIEKEMA,
ISAAC MAR8ILJE,
Commissioners.
sewage from the Ottawa Hotel at Ottawa stituted members of the Democratic Coun- J in eaidcounty, torocekiv<?andnexa^
Beach has been experienced to such an ty Committee and Geo. M. Miller, of! Date<i. August 2nd, a. D. 1886.
extent os to create a great deal of trouble Chester, was duly elected a member of
for the proprietor and guests at the hotel, said committee.
A thorough investigation discovered the No further business appearing, the con-
fact that the end of the sewer emptying vention adjourned without day.
into the channel had been plugged up with Dated, Grand Haven, Mich., Aug. 11th,
2x4 scantling, thus retarding the flow of 1886.
eewage and in time effectually backing it Maj. B. D. Safford, Chairman.
up to the hotel. It la thought that during | David E. Rose, &c'y.
the steamboat war the same hands which
cut the telephone wire leading from | List of letters remaining In the post
THE FINE BLOODED NORMAN
STALLIONS
I Marcus and Dick
Will be at the Sale Stable of
IK. B0 0 3STE,
During the Season of 1886,
Ryder’s to the Ottawa did this piece of office at Holland, Mich., August 12,1886:, --
dirty work also. It required the unearth- Mike Bush, Drs. B., 8. & Co., Miss Mamie “ T their T'.'
10 ^ ^an, Miss Maggie Jacobus, D. M. Kel tt^era^e^r:^ “ Thr,^ ^
away the accumulated stuff. The system ler, Miss Emma Stewart.
ia working well no*. -Telegram- Herald.
The same hands that performed the above
are undoubtedly the same that put emery
into the oil used on the steamer Maca-
tawa’s machinery some days about
the Fourth of July.
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
OUT AROUND.
season. They are nndonbtedly the best Norman
stallions in this part of the conntry andi I nvite all
interested in horses to call and look them over. It
will pay yon.
H. BOONE, Proprietor.
Holland, Mich., April 29. 1886, IS-tf.
Graafachap.
Rev. A. Oilmans, who will soon leave
as missionary for Japan, will speak in the
Reformed Church next Wednesday on
JAS. HUNTLEY,*
Democratic County Convention.
The Deraocr.tic County Convenlion Mi"io,Dju "'J,"- 5a!per,', pulplt w“
called for thfl nnrrvnca .1 j 1 occupied by Rev. Huisink last Sabbath
c! .P^P f Clini! ^ele' evening. ...Two young "hopefuls" from,
gates to the State, Congressional, and Sen- Chicago have been staying with G.|-|-w •
V nr o 1 ....... vivvq j/. uj. uy 1 icftcii in uistrict No. J next winter we ----- ------- 0^7
V. .\y* Seeley, chairman of the Demo- hear — Rev. A. Zweraer has received a Joliprl onrl
cratlc County Committee who, after Ci^ ^ roni tbe ^ ree Qraco Cburch, Orange 10UUU tliiu
rtading the call, nominated Maj. B. D. T™ ^ “-r,-
TEN YEARS AGO, on
CHICAGO ^ AILY^ijEWS
was founded It was the pio-
neer of low-priced journausm
in the west From tha first
Ae controlling conviction of
its managers has been that a
“cheap paper’1 should be
cheap only in price; that its
news should be as fresh and
complete, its editorial discus-
sion as able, and its general
tone and character as pure
and healthful as its best and
highest-priced contemporary.
This has been its ideal How
well it has succeeded in the
actual attainment of so high
a standard is best evidenced
n the fact that it now regu-
arly prints and sells over
150,000 papers a day,— a lar-
ger circulation than that of all
other Chicago dailies com-
bined.
The CHICAGO DAILY
NEWS is an INDEPEND-
ENT newspaper. It is not
partisan. Neither is it a neu-
tral It is a paper of positive
opinion, expressed without fear
or favor. It seeks the patron-
age of people who love coun-
try more than party.
The CHICAGO DAILY
NEWS is the only 2 cen
paper in the west that is a
member of the Associatec
Press. It prints all the news.
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A msrvel of purity
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with' the mnltUnde of low test; short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Rotal Baking Powdib Co., IOC tValf-at.
New York- _ 89-43w
BUY!tMYm
Schenecudy. N, Y» .» , ^
thfS
CUfltotL Iowa.
Tty
Try it fee a p^;
TtyU fix ar __
From shoulder id ankli^oin’t, and tot
®00th\} had rheumatism which
SISSIES
»o«r oy an news dealers at two cents per copy.
Mailed to any address, postage prepaid, for six
dotlars per year, or for a shorter term at rate of
fifty cents per month. Address Victor F. Lawson,
Publisher The DAILY NEWS, ij3 Fifth Ave
CHICAGO, ILL. »,
The CHICAGO WEEKLY
NEWS — 8 pages, 64 columns
— is the largest dollar weekly
in America.
THE STAR
Lake, Iowa. . . .The firm of Mulder & Co.
has just received a fine line of crockery.
rL“r,r^Z“,En pai'S&lSl Waning and Re-sawing
rr:aD aPPOin,Cd the ,0"m,a‘ | « ^“o?nrtolM:cf.h.w0.Urp;rk?n I done on short notice.
Wednesday, and expressed themselves as --
highly pleased with the beauties of the 7*;*.: « 4.
bay — The weather has been warm and | wlS.irS| S&Sil
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,
committees:
Credential s—F. G. Churchill, D.
Watson, Thos. Savidge.
---- » ----- — - 1 no iubi u o utcu iiu uu
Order of Easiness— R. A. Hyma G W flU,try and everybody hopes for rain....
* - - -- ' * I Oats are mostly In and the corn cropWatrous, L. T. Ranters.
Permanent Organization— J. Van der
Veen, R. J. L. Matthews, C. J. Pfaff.
The report of the Committee on Creden-
tials showed the following named dele-
gates to be duly elected and entitled to
seats in the convention :
looks fair. Mister “E.”
Brackets, etc. made and
furnished.
Chester-Uco. F. Porter, Geo. M Miller, John
P. Brown, James R. P. Bennett
Buy A. De Kruif’s Sticky Fly Paper. ^oe and 8h°p on Rtuer Street,
Every sheet warranted to kill 4,000 flies, near the corner of Tenth street,
For sale by Yates & Kane. ----28-21.
Revival Meetings will be held in
WM^Wm h. Qr0Ve 00 the Lake Shore at Ventura;
waters, wm H. btrors. Anson Britton. John A. commencing Sabbath morning August 15|
Polkton— ThomiB Wnffr „ n nr «r . at 10:30 o’clock, and will continue to
D 0 Wa^?T (!.rH.o^ Th u T, ' Sabbath opening, August 22. Three meet-
i»g8 Will be held each day. All who wish
Orork’ . . n . w. f - Zion well, are invited to attend.
Crockery-John J. WiBcma, Jacob EaHterly, 27 2t. TlIOS R Rihlf
Joseph Verplanke, Perry Pennoyer. 08. n. nlULL.
Bpring Lake-U. B. Earns, Peter De Witt, M. __ ___ __ __ ^
Thomas Bavage. * --------- 1 For wli'a't Yafes‘'& Kane’s?' 28-21
JAS. HUNTLEY.
Holland, May 27, 1883.
Hand and Saagatnck
AND DOUGLAS.
The Staunch and Fast Steamer
CAPT. FRED MINIER,
' ooMK xz xs
lar tor cash, and all other Mllllnerv finnHs tbtr.e W1.lh Doats. for Chicago
Talmadge-I. V Harris, R. B. Pelmin, Frank
Hedges, M. L. Hopkins, Louis Gill. ‘
Robinson— R. A. Hyma, C. E. Nichols. j lVr fn; a^d“airnth*rM m I tbere wilb hoats for Chicago.
Ollre— Abel Ninkph. *lh.rt £ Tt‘e «' 'eavleg Douglw i, 7.00 a.
_ I evening at 6 o’clock until September. ^ iDm Saugatuck 7.80, arriving in Holland
26-tf. - L. & 8. Van den Berg.
John Hag, J. W. Van Den Bergc.
Allendale -Harmon Bosch, William Koala.
Zeeland— C. De Putter, B. Ramps, A. Schlpper,
D. Van Eenenaam.
Holland Townshlp-D. Meidama, L.' Reuse, J.
Huntley, G. J. Hess link, C Knoolhnlsen.
Grand Haven Townshlp-Dr. Mastenbroek.
Grand Haven City-First Ward, Maj. D. B, Baf-
ford,V. W. Beeler, David E. Rose; Second Ward,
I H. Sanford, CaptC.J. Pfaff, Edward Painter;
Third Ward, John Brolsh, Henry Sanford, Jacob
Van Der Veen, Dr. 0 N. Reynolds;* Fourth
‘Ward, A. Donker.
Holland Clty-JacobO. Van Putten, Cornelias
De Keyscr, L. T. Ranters F. G. Church J,
Go to Yates & Kane for your Sticky Fly
I aper. Buy none but the genuine, made
by A. De Krulf. ----- 28-2t.
- - »
For Sale or To Rent.
The premises at present occupied by W.
L. Hopkins on Eighth street, Holland, will
at 9.45 a. m. Leaving Holland at 3.30 p.
m., arriving in Saugatuck at 5.30, and
Douglas at 6.00 p. m,
FA.H/E 500.
be for sale or to rent after September first.
For further information apply to
Henry Koenig*bebo.
Holland, Micb., July 21, 1886.
Freight Rates made known on applica-
tion to Captain. 17-tf.
A PDe uh»c ra U° 'au * ithl5traUnClple-
Pubilshed In the City of New York.
WILLIAM DOKSHEIMER,
Editor and Proprietor.
Daily, Sunday, and Weekly Editions.
THE WEEKLY STAR,
A Sixteen-page Newspaper, Issued
every Wednesday.
A clean, pure, bright and Interesting
FAMILY PAPER.
It contains the latest news, down to tho hour of
going to press :
Agricultural.
Market,
Fashion,
Household.
Political,
Financial and Commercial,
Poetical, Humorous and
Editorial
popartments, all under tho direction of trainedImam AllaSai a# St.* . .journalists of tho highest ability. Its 'slxuin
pagoe wlU bo found crowded with
from boginning to end.
Original stories by distinguished American and
foreign writcra of fiction.
good things
THE DAILY STAR,
The Daily Stab contains all the news of the day
In an nttijctive form. Its special correspondence
by cable from London. Paris, Berlin, Vienna and
Dublin is a commendable feature.
At Washington, Albany, and other news centers,
the ablest correspondents, specially retained by the
Tna Stab, famish tho latest news by telegraph.
Its literary features are unsurpassed.
The Financial and Market Reviews are unusually
fall and complete. 7
Special terms and extraordinary Induce-
ments to agents and canvassers.
Bend for cironlars.
Prepared
Paints !
1. KMRS & SIS
Have secured the agency for the celebrated
Prepared Paints,
Tbo local painters here claim it to be
the beat they have ever used. Do
not buy any other before you
have examined It.
GUARANTEE
We guarantee our Ready Made Colors to
be made of two- third* Strictly Pure White
Lead and one-third Best Selected Zinc,
ground in Pure Liuseed Oil, and the nec-
essary colors to give them the desired tint
only.
If found to contain any adulteration,
the seller is authorized to return the
money to tho purchaser.
R. RANTERS & SONS
Holland, Mich., May 20, 1886.
AND CREAMERIES.
GET
THE
BEST.
THE LEONARD
Clkamablx, with Mov-
58. BOIable Flues, Solid Ash,
Carved and Ornament-
ed, Tbiplb Walled.
indChabcoal Filled anc
Metal Likid, making
. ..... SolidFive Walls In all _____
Iron Shelve* and Air-
Tight Locks. Great vari-
ety. For famlUee, grocer#
anrt hotel* Price# low.
r.«. p#rdsy. Boom hare
..aJ
s'SHSSSSr
..........  ........ 95
Clubs of Ten..... ............................. fo oo
Clubs of Fifteen (and one extra to organizer)! 15 00
cjsr or-TH,-B-A'LvT*" -
ft, 7. t*CM,(r E
Every day, «lx months ................... ; j
Dally, wUhoatfiunday.slx month*...; ........ 3 00
Address, THE STAR,**
•0 bo J M North William 9t, New York.
For Sale by
R. Kanters & Sons
-THE-
“Army is m Camp”
C. BLOM, JR’S.
SMOKE THEM !
- • >
-
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Ship Canal from Grand Baplds to Lake
Michigan.
The Grand Rapids Democrat of Wednes-
day morning contained the following
article written by Mr. H. D. Post of this
city. It state's many practical facts in re-
gard to the subject:
%
“In the discussion of the project of
a ship canal from Grand Rapids to
Lake Michigan as a substitute for the
improvement of Grand river, abandoned
as impracticable, I notice the sug-
gestion of Hon. Julius. Housman, that
the best route for such a canal is to Black
Lake.
At the risk of being considered an in-
truder In this discussion by Grand Rapids
business men of plans for improving their
own transportation facilities, 1 will ask
room to state some facts and opinions
about Mr. Houseman’s proposed route.
It is very evident to the careful observer
that the line of swamp along which the
C. & W. M. railway runs from a point be-
tween Zeeland and Vriesland stations
nearly to Jenisonvlhe, was formerly the
bed of a large river, one of the channels,
if not the only outlet, through which the
waters of Grand River flowed into Lake
Michigan. The drainage of this swamp
flows both ways from points less than a
mile apart, to the northeast through the
west branch of Rush creek into Grand
River at Jenisonville, and southwest
through the north branch of Black River
to Black Lake. The sinks in the C. &
W. M. railway near Vriesland station,
show what was the depth of this old river,
. and the lines of bluffs on each side of the
valley tell the former width. The distance
from Jenisonville to Holland by railroad
is eighteen miles, while the distance by
Grand river to Grand Haven harbor is
thirty-one miles. On the line to Black
lake the height of the summit level will
probably not exceed twenty-five feet,
without any serious obstacles. There can
be no doubt of the practicability of such a
canal, and it becomes merely a matter of
what It will cost, which will be settled by
the U. 8. survey already provided for.
How will it pay? Mr. Thomas D. Gil-
bert Inquires where the business for such
a canal is to come from. If the business
men of Grand Rapids can see no practical
advantage in making their city a lake port
as well as a railroad centre, that is their
business, not mine. It seems to an out-
sider aa if the reduction of rail rates, of
transportation to compete with canal rates
between Grand Rapids and all lake ports
would save shippers the cost of the canal
in a short time. The amount of all the
moneys spent by the United States govern-
ment in improving our lake harbors is
saved to our shippers in rates made by the
competition of water transportation,
whether they ship by water or not. If any
one questions this statement let him com-
pare the summer and winter railroad
freight tariffs. Close our harbors and it
would bo the coldest kind of winter
weather the whole year round for ship-
pers by rail. Improving facilities for
transportation developes new industries.
We will point to a single item among the
possibilities in that direction. We have
at Holland the Marshall sandstone in
inexhaustible quantity, it Has been quite
extensively quarried in past years by Mr.
John Roost, but the quarry was only
opened deep enough to yield the upper
strata of soft, bluish sand rock, making a
fair material for rough walls and pier bal-
last, but not hard enough for cutting into
dimension stone for finer building pur-
poses. During the past year the sinking
of a test pit in the rock half a mile west
from the Roost quarry shows that there is
an unlimited supply of a finer grained,
harder stone, equal, if not superior, to
that from the best Ohio quarries. Good
judges pronounce it the best sandstone in
Michigan for building purposes. And the
drill has found the same hard rock below
the bottom of the Roost quarry. If this
new source of wealth was properly opened
and developed we could furnish fine
building stone for Grand Rapids and
Chicago in quantity only limited by the
demand, if we had better transportation
facilities. The only way now is by the
C. & W. M. R’y, and it would not be very
wise to invest capital in opening quarries
to ship stone at rates subject to the mercy
of such a corporation without competition.
But give us a canal, or other competing
line, and it would be a safer investment,
and a new industry would be rapidly and
extensively developed. H. D. P.
Holland, Aug. 9.”
The following is the opinion of County
Surveyor D. Skeels on the ship canal from
Lake Michigan to Grand Rapids and pub-
lished in the Democrat of last week Friday:
“If they will construct a channel which
can be kept open without dredging I do
not consider it money thrown away. This
cannot be done with the river. If we
want to make a ship canal of the river we
muil juurnw- iU. channel wiiicli would
hold the water at low water time, but
when the river should rise or if we should
have an ice-jam it would ruin the country
around and break down the banks. To
make it deep enough to carry a large ves-
sel is out of the question. We might
build a canal to Grand Haven by staying
in the Grand river valley, but I think a
Course through to Ottawa county, Striking the primary work, the minor ofiJcera baffle tad
the towoshipa of Georgetown, Bleudou, cr*PP*° lk0M toldlng more ud?acccd positions, bj
Zeeland and Holland, which are all low 1 1 De*iect of daly 48,5 111 •nppll»d •UttsUes. And
and swampy and would give an amnla 10 0"many 111(1 harilworki“K primarr teachers Ii # . , g dinPIe would eay, consider well the Importance of your
supply of water and would not require positione. -Yon aw laytoj the corner atoneud
much locking, would be belter. But we ^  ^foundation of the euperstrnctnres. Let me
cannot tell much about it until survevs aUourgetho '“pounce of placing the primary
are made." " | worlc ln llie llan(1, of competent teachers.
All of which Is most respectfully submitted.
Mbs. A. V. Wkithebwax, Sec'y.
Report of Secretary of Ottawa County
Board of School Examiners, I Church lt*ino* with the Services for
_ To-morrow.
G*NTLKaEv.-Yonr Secretary offers the follow- ^ir9t ^ e^ormed Church, services at
ing as the annual report of the state of schools in 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
work ^ ,h“ "’f t rr
B So far as an'offlclal report In the hands of the Reformed Church, on Thursday,
secretary, there have been no new districts or-
ganized in this county for the past year; the num- Hope Reformed Church-Services ft!
her now existing being 119. The reports from 10.g0. ftm,7 o., m c , emce9 a
chairmen have been, with a few exceptions, full U'3U *' m,»Tand ‘ P- m Sunday schoo
and fair. Report from township of Olive having al 12 m- ^OUDg People’s meeting at 6:45.
noaignatareorlabelof township, my concluaions Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, Pastor.
having to be drawn from postmark and knowledge Subjects: Morning, “The divine un*
of teachers employed. Chester, Allendale. Rol- cbaQeeablenfl„ , UD
land Town and BTendon hate not reported. cuangeabieness. Evening, “Dread o
I find In the general remarks, complaints of aJn' Gp#nlng anthems by the choir,
crowded rooms and too imall an amount of black- ^0,,8re£*iional singing. Weekly praise
board. Let me urge It upon the several chairmen and prayer meeting Thursdav at 7-3(
of the townships in this county that they use due p> m< A]| are weiccme
diligence and make fearless use of the authority w a n r j
vested In them as keepers of this trust, to remedy 1 “ird HMormed Church— -Rev. D.
these two important defects, the latter being so Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m., ant
easily provided as to be only the result of negli- 2 P- Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
gence on the part of the school board. Plenty of Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
good blackboard^ the hands of an active teaeffer Subjects: Morning, “Various reception
will produce astonishing results in the advance- P* llie G°9Pel-” Afternoon, “The Btll
meat of pupils, and employ all empty bands, en- 8mad v°lce.”
tirely doing away with the pernicious results of First Church, Rev. E Bos Pastor —
idleness . Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sun-
fcOur four graded schools, viz: Spring Lake, dav school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning
Coopersville, Zeeland and Ferrysbnrg, report “Why are believers called Christians.’’
good work, but in Coopersville and Ferrysbnrg Afternoon, “Desiring a better country ’’
there are crowded rooms. . Evening, Prayer meeting.
Theclghtschoois employing two teachers. Viz: Holland Christian Ref. Church— ‘Ser-
Llebon, Nunica, Berlin, Lamont. North Holland, vices at 9:30 a. in 2 00 and 7pm
Groningen, Vriesland and Drentbe, have wlthone Methodist Episcopal Church-Rev H D
exception reported favorably and in maET^- Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10-30 am
stances unusual progress. There are instances In and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 S'
our arge district schools where ths duties should Class-meeting at close of morning seVvice
be lightened by assistance, several showine an and 7 ____ ____ ’
pit Isiute.
Sttroit, Kulduc & Htpito fiiilmi,
“Maokimaw Short Lino”
The only Direct Route between the East and the
Cpper Penlnsnla of Michigan. h
ALOOTT,
—Mover of—
bo wun* , .over., .howl., .. .Dd  “V.ichw TetinJ Friday
..ch ,..,..00. lhe prlm„, work ;rom lstk evening .t.7 80
of time, and a general deterioration of all grades I « — - •
must follow. ! Q G/ace Episcopal Church-Rev. George
j S. Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every
SZeeland, Olive, Grand Haven and Crockery re- nltP?natP Rnna. , 7 q ^ every
port district libraries. 1 1 ------- — ,da£’ l8t' 3rd aDd Morn-
The aver.ge waves in the .ever., towKTMpnTe 7.30^ Sunday ’sfhoof.Ma f‘
as follows, so far as reported: Jamestown, $36; Communion at 10 30 a n? InH ri tMH° /
Cracker?. S«: Wrlgh,, 83J; SpHa* Lake T.,,! Cice at 3 13 P ra on“he first Snnf.v
Of each raonib.P All arc Invited to^tend
Polkton,$3d; Georgetown, |34; 0!tre, $5r7; Zee- Strangers especially welcome “0 Wor
land, $38, showing in general a slight decrease. ship the Lord in the Beauty of Holiness ’’
There have been seven public examinations held Ps. 96-9. * * Del8,
by the Board of tichool Examiners during the past
year, at the following places respectively: Grand | T}*. . .
Haven. Aug.J4, Oct. 30. 1885, and MarehTC^; *0ara °f
Holland City, Ang. 26, ’85; Cooper8vli'ir“25, HoilAWn A„*na» o toon
’SSland April 16, ’86; Hudsonvllle, March 19. '86. I ~ - • LLA5D, August 9, 1880.15 .and 16, ' 12. 86. r j  ‘ ’ “K"01' •'i
Total number of applicants enrolled during the p^0®, n 10 adjournment,
ear, 274; Certiflcates wanted, 172; First grades, 6; V..«Q n r?0’ McBride» Kremers,
second grades, 6; Third grades, 160; special cer- ° * Dr Kremer* “ade Chairman,
tifleates, 20. The latest of which expired on June Committee on Teachers reported in fa-
30, 1686. Giving a total of 192 teachers licensed VOr 0£eD8a8inK ^ SS Mary H. Franklin
during the year; a perceptible decrease in all | [°r, School. Also Miss Minnie
grades. Mohr as teacher.— Adopted.
strictuhbi in EXAMINATIONS. I Bill of W. A. Olmstead for $33.75
The Board of School Examiners fedlng that the allowed,
standard of teachers should be gradually raised— | Salary of room No. 5 fixed at $300.
as the opportunities whlch|our teachers have| for
improvement would warrant-have during the
past year held a stricture on standings which has
exceeded any previous year, thereby excluding
from 3d grades many who have previously he:d
certificates, the number being much below anv
previous year, with the exception of 1st grades,
which have been in excess of the year ’81.
O. E. Yates, Sec’y.
SCAN THESE CLOSELY.
Good Remit In Every Case.
D. A. Bradford, wholesale paper dealer
teachers' a.socutiovm he has used t in his family for all coughs
sis Lr . “ v““ * «
an association known as the South Ottawa Teach- ___ ___ __
ers’ Association, the river hindering the teachers | The Rev. Geo. H. Thayer, of Bourbon, Ind _ — ...v. U.UUV.,UKiuv iv viiv-io i » ..v u luaye., *uu.
in that part of the county from receiving the ben- ni'rBe|f aBd wife owe our lives to
cflts of the first named Association . I hOoh^ t-onsumpilon Cure ." For sale by Yates
ffPoough the latter embraces the smaller portion I -- — -
of the county, it promises well, and numbers Are you made miserable by Indigestion, Con
1 “'tDation niTzinova I r>uu ,.r 1 ..ui me o -
,he ”'0,t ,c,,,e ,nd I JkF“ K .0,po&y"">w
TEACHERS’ INSTITUTES.
There hove been two Institutes held during the
year. One of two weeks at Grand Haven, under
the management of Profs. Plowman. Fairfield and
Putnam, enrolling 200 teachers and giving very
satisfactory result*. The second at Spring Lake
under the management of Profs. Pattengill and
Payne, of one week’s duratior, and numbering
upward of 80 enrolled. The work demonstrated
gave universal satisfaction, so far as heard from.
The decrease In attendance being due to the worn
out condition of our teachers during winter work—
the attendance never being as large in a spring as
in a summer session.
INSTITUTE FEES .
The amount of Institute fees collected during
the past year has been 8158.00, which would seem
to be a sum sufficient to secure first-class instruc-
tion.
TIStTIKO MEMBERS.
We most earnestly urge, upon the visiting mem-
bers of the several townships, the importance of
visiting twice in each term.
The Legislature has as yet taken no decisive ac-
tion in regard to any change of this system of vis-
itation and so long as it remains in your hands
we ask for thorough work on your part and fuller
reports to the Secretary and County Board. We
also urge the necessity of monthly visits from
School Boards.
CERTIFICATES ANNULLED
It has been our painful duty In one case, to an-
nul a certificate, upon complaint of fraudulent ex-
amination papers, and non appearance for re-ex-aminatlon. r 
STANDING of schools.
There seems to be a decided improvement in
the reports of the condition of schorls, and from
those which I have bad nnder my immediate ob-
servation, the advantages derived from the Im-
prftTod methods of Instruction are very percepti-
ble.
i. UNIFORMITV OF TEXT BOOKS.
We earnestly urge that the subject of nniformi-
ty of Text Books receive your earliest considera-
tion, and some plan devised whereby either conn-
ty or stata may elect a uniform series, both as a
matter of economy, and general advancemeot.
And now in conclusion allow me to say, that
while Michigan holds a proud position as an edu-
cational state, our system is yet faulty, and like
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive-
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and
A. Dc Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.
east.
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GENERAL DRAYING.
i Inf a* » °f H°od summer wood which
I win deliver cheap, orders may bo left at the
MeatMarketof J. Kulte.
GIVE ME A TRIAL
Holland, Mich., May 13, 1896.
I. ALCOTT.
15.3m.
$3.00
Buys One Doaen
-- AT-
Jackson’s Gallery,
103 Monroa St, Grand Hapida,
E(|UAL TO THE BEST MADE IN TOE CITY.'
SPECIAL RATES TO CLUBS. CLASSES. ETC.
GeafiCrlSea.. G.n pi,T ,
Mirqoeue, Mich”''
Copying and Enlarging'
Ohlcwo and West Michigan Railway."
Taking Effect Sunday, August 8, 1886.
,FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
Bring in your OLD and VALUABLE
PICTURES and have them copied and
enlarged. Call and examine my work
vhether you wish any done or not.
Remember the name and number
JACKSON’S GALLERY
103 MONROE 8T., GRAND RAPIDS.
TOWNS.
Holland ..........
Grand Junction..,
Bangor ............
Benton Harbor
New Buffalo ...... '
Chicago ......... '
Mail Exp.
Nl’t
Exp.
a.m. p.m. ptm.
12 1010 20 1 30
11 37 2 18 1 22
11 57 2 30 1 40
1 25 3 13 3 00
2 25 4 05 4 46
5 15 fi 40 •7 45
p.m. p.m. a.m
Mix.
a.m
5 00
9 05
9 20
19 00
3 00
FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
ATTENTION
Farmers and
Woodsmen.
Chicago
New Buffalo
Benton Harbor
Bangor ..........
Grand Junction.
Holland ........
a.m.
9 00
11 85
12 30
1 45
200
8 05
p m
p.m.
3 55
6 10
6 57
7 48
8 00
8 50
p.m.
ptm.
955
12 30
1 50
2 55
3 17
435
a.m.
a.m.
from Holland to grand rapids
Holland .......
Zeeland....
Grand Rapids,
Mall.
p.m.
3 05
3 13
3 55
Exp Exp
p.m.
8 50
9 30
a.m.
t4 45
Exp.
a.m.
10 05
4 56 10 20
5 45 11 00
FROM grand RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
We will buy al) the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Dim Slave Bolts, 88 inches long,
lack Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long,
lack Ash Beading Bolts 88 inches long
ksswood Heading Bolts, 88 Inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contracta or further in-
formation apply to Fixter’a Slave Factory.
El). VEP 8CHURE, Supt.
or to G. Van Putten & Sona’ store.
Gfand Rapids.
Zeeland ........
Holland ........
a. m.
9 00
9 52
10 05
p.m.
12 50
1 80
Ptm.
!l 00
11 42
11 50
FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
A. C. Van Raalte
a. m.
10 15
11 00
~ - ...... 11 05
:egon , 3rd street 11 30
Holland .....
Grand Haven
Ferrvsburg
Muskeg ,
6 30 6 25
6 40| 6 30
7 15 7 10
— Proprietor of— -
8 50
9 35
9 88
10 05
FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAN D.
Livery and Sale Stable,
Muskegon. 3rd street
sbFerry urg .....
Grand Haven...
Holland .........
p.m
1 40
2 05
2 10
3 00
pm.
12 25
12 47
12 50
1 25
p.m.
p.m.
7 45
8 07
8 10
MARKET STREET.
8 45 10 05
FROM HOLLAND TO ALLROAN
p.tm.
10 05
10 35
10 45
11 35
Hacks for Weddings, Private
Parties and Receptions.
Holland....
Fillmore . ,
Hamilton .
Allegan. .
a.m
ho io
10 25
10 33
1105
Hearse and Carriages
FOR FUNERALS.
FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
Allegan...
Hamilton
Fillmore..
Holland ..
a.m.
901
9 37
9 47
10 05
p.m.
5 80
Mix
a.m.
The Best Livery in the City.
4 30 U 23
5 05 12 16
5 18 12 30
I 00
p m
GIVE ME A CALL!
A. C. VAN RAALTE.
_Holland, Mich., April 1, 1886. 0 lyr.Ik™ Genuine CycloneCanada. tatts und
e. o. JvncBiii7A0».iTu’- **•
For Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint, you have a
printed guarantee on every bottle of Hhlloh’s
v11?11*" R never fails to Cure. For sale by
Yates & Kane 7
$ntr ^dt’rrtwemcnts.
is going on In the stock of
Dry Goods & Groceries,
at the store of
A Nasal Injector free with each bottle of Shiloh’s
Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 cents
Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
every kind cured in 30 minutes by Wool-
ford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.
This never fails. Sold by Kremers &
Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. , 6-ly
--- -  —
Shiloh’s Cure wiil immediately relieve Croup
W hooping C jugh and Bronchitis .
Piles! Piles ! Piles!
Dr. William’s Indian Pile Ointment is
the only sure cure, for blind, bleeding or
itching piles ever discovered. It never
Taiis to cure old chronic cases of long
standing. Judge Coone, Maysville, Ky.,
says: *Dr. William’s Indian Pile Oint-
ment cured me after years bfcTuffering.’’
Judge Cofflnbury, Cleveland, O., says: “I
have found by experience tbat Dr.
William’s Indian Pile Ointment gives im-
mediate and permanent rellet.” We have
hundreds of such testimonials. Do not
suffer an tnitant longer. Sold by drug-
gists at 50c and $1 per box or mailed on re-
ceipt of price, by the
Williams M’fg Co., Cleveland, O.
Shiloh’s Cure will
Price 10 cts.,50cts., and
• - v *
...... ShST
Why will you cough when i
give Immediate relief. Price 1
St, For sale by Yates A Kane.
core for
SuTaeox-ib©
-- FOR THE --
itiuit on ns.
B. WYNHOFF.
Diess Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery, White Goods,
Etc., in endless variety.
The only English paper in (be South
ern part of Ottawa County.
A full and complete line of
JOS PRINTING
CROCKERY
always on band.
of all kinds Neatly and Promptly exe-
cuted.
MACKINAC.
. The Mott DaUfhtfal
SUMMER TOUR
Piiaoe Steamer*. Low Rates,
four Trips per Week Between
DETROIT AND MACKINAC
44 »nr7 W«k Ba, Bttwraa
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Will, brow
“ Pictureique Mioklnio," liluifnted.
. Contains fall Partieulaw. Hailed Tree.
Detroit & Cleveland Steam Ntv. Co.
C. D. Whitcomb, qin. bam, A4T
oirnotr. mjch. ’
I have the agency in this , city
for the celebrated
Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great im-
provement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Goodn delivered free of charge.
B. WYNHOFF.
Holland. June 14. 1888
4) ha* woe the favor of
th* public and now ranks
----- the leading Medi-
ci Mom .
iMITK. ^
Mrdenlybyth*' ......
For sale at the drug store of H. WaUb.
THE GIRLS PROTEST.
BT B. M. SMITH.
W«’re gstllng very toed of the silly things men
Abont tie "good old-fashioned girl,* and her
superior way.
The highest point of nonsense they have fairly
decide that it Is really time
overtopped,
And we— "the gins"—
they stopped I
Our dear old grandmas-bless them !— never
mean to lead astray
Young Ned or Tom, when, with a loving smile
at us, they say,
"Ah, boys, the girls are different from what they
used to be I”
But we think they’ve forgotten all the fun they
had, you seel
They remember all the spinning, but the danc-
ing they forget;
They can recollect the baking-not the way they
used to fret
When they had to stav at home, sometimes, to
dust the parlor clean,
When lots of other girls and boys were "dancing
on the green I"
Why should a girl sit down and spin from mom-
IM until fflgfat,
With so.much big(machiBery— do you. think it
And modem*# riscan moke good pies, and fancy
dishes, too,
And Just as well, ..well wager, os the old ones
used to do.
But for an instant we’ll assume the girls were
better then,
Were more sedate, industrious— but how about
the men?
We think our grandpa Just too nice when some-
times he will say,
"Oh, girls, the boys are not so fine as in my old-
time day."
But, seriously, ws should think that older folks
would know
That times are very different from fifty years
ago I
•The girls* must follow with the world, which
surely has advanced—e e e • • * • ••
One day grandma forgot and we were perfectly
entranced
When she said that she was noted once for a
minuet she danced !
—Norristown Herald,
1IEPSY STILLER.
BY THOMAS COLQUITT.
It is late on n pleasant summer after-
noon abont fifteen years after the close of
my next chapter, and school is dismissed
for the day. The school heuse is set upon
A hill with wide, uneven valleys watered by
branches of the Etowah on either side; and
beyond, toward the east, is a great moun-
tain wall, locally known as Long Swamp
Jtange. The scene was one of grandeur
and rare beauty. Sun- capped peaks alter-
nated with dark and ghostly valleys, and
on its own partionlar knob, the lone school
house stood, one educational virtue amid
a thousand illicit distillere’ crimes; for
there is scarcely a glenn on either slope of
the mountains that has not its own stories
of raids, and even battles.
This evening, however, all is smiling and
beautiful. The teacher has walked np the
road toward his home, and after a noisy
leave-taking in the yard, the pupils have
gone their several ways. The big boy of
the school, after waiting patiently until the
teacher is out of sight, mns rapidly and
heavily down the road to overtake the little
belle of the school who is loitering along,
tinging:
“Como, all ye Georgia boys,
Aud listen to my song—
It’s very well worded
And it won’t detain you long."
"All right, Miss Hepsy, I am coming,"
cried the big boy, overtaking her, gasping
for breath after the ran. He was a great,
loosely-built, broad-faced, awkward fel-
low, about 17 years old; be was dressed in
a suit of coarse brown, home-made jeans,
and carried two books under his arm— a
bine-back speller, ragged and torn, and a
new second reader. By the time her awk-
ward lover had acquired sufficient breath
for conversational purposes, Miss Hepsy
Stiller was singing the second verso of her
song:
"It’s about a little girl
That’s often to be peon
Along about the time
When she is sweet sixteen."
Recovering himself, with a mighty effort,
and catching his breath with n nasal ac-
companiment at the end of every line, Hal
Daniel caught up the next verse and sang
it alone in a voice that made the dark and
ghostly glens and recesses to echo fiend-
ishly, and fairly shook the geolog}' of the
eternal hills oronnd them:
“tihe first begins to paint
And then begins to lace—
Fairer than the flowera
She wears upon her breast."
Hal poniel, you're a fool?" cried Miss
Hepsy, 'suddenly turning npon him. His
lover-like tone aud glances had evidently
given the silly words a personal applica-
tion which the little mountain beauty re-
sented. With reason, too; for certainly
her rosy cheeks need borrow no hue from
art, and her dumpy little form defied the
stay makers. Her dark eyes sparkled,
her dimpled, sun-browned cheeks flushed
ominously, and as she removed her sun-
bonnet, to use it as a fan, a profusion of
long, dark hair fell about her shoulders.
Quit naturally her big, awkward l>ov-
lover stood in mute, open-mouthed,
round-eyed admiration at this rare vision
of girlish loveliness, while she continued:
“If you’d study your lessons, ’stead o’
•taring at me all the time, you’d not always
go home foot; and all the girls wouldn’t be
tormenting me about yon."
“But, Miss Hepsy," said her rustic ad-
mirer, helplessly, “you’re so purty I can’t
help it!"
“Well, yon needn't be such a goose be-
fore the whole school," replied Miss Hepsy,
relenting somewhat. “Everybody’s talking
about it. Even Mr. Harkness," her voice
became sharp again.
“Yes, I thought you’d git 'round to him
before yon got through!" cried the big,
loose-shouldered Hal, stung into unwonted
boldness of speech by jealousy. “That’s
what’s made you get so mighty particular.
You never quarreled with me till he came
sneaking around here; and he's old enough
to be your daddy, and—”
“Well, he’s a gentleman. He has the
advantage of yon there."
“I can see he’s made a fool o’ yon—"
Hal was saying angrily when Hepsy, with
incredible swiftness, caught up a small
tone and sent it, true ns a ballet, and al-
most as strong, toward him. Ho attempted
to get oat of the way, hut her aim was to
true.
A moment later, after tearing his books
to pieces and stamping them in the dust in
helpless, frantic rage, the big, awkward
Hal walked sadlvdown the road alone, nib-
bing n painful bruise on his side. Miss
Hepsy calmly pursued her way, singing in
a taunting, jeering tone intended for her
big, angry, boorish lover:
Bbe will talk about the hoys,
And say they are so green,
Along about the time
When she is sweet sixteen.
. n.
Hepsy Stiller was born in the mountains,
about fifteen years before the beginning
of my last chapter. Her ancestors and
great-grand ancestors were mountaineers
before her, perhaps; but no one knew
definitely as to that.
One bright summer morning old Uncle
Levilicns Stiller arose long before the sun
and dressed as usual. He then proceeded
to take a morning dram from a great, fat,
round bottle on the mantel-piece, just as
he had done every morning for forty years.
Then opening the rough board door he
took a drink of water from the bucket
resting on the homely shelf outside, and
atood gazing down the mountain to see if
the smoke had gone down from the stills
over in Long Swamp Range. Then ho
looked across the road toward the stables;
then down toward the little old school-
house; then up at the flying clouds, and
finally, glancing toward the ground, dis-
covered a rosy little girl, nicely wrapped
up in a red-flannel shawl and sitting in a
light basket on a small handle, on his door-
step. He stood for several moments
staling at the little stranger in speechless
amazement The little one had evidently
come to stay, as she had “brought her
things,” as the country people say. Uncle
Levi’s heart warmed toward her from the
first glance, and when she, with a winning
little coo and a laugh combined, held out
her hands to him, the kind-hearted old
mountaineer at once caught up the basket
by the handle and carried her into the
house, just as he would a peck of potatoes
or a lot of turnips, aud sat it down on the
dining-table directly in front of his wife,
who was making bread.
Perplexity and amazement kept the old
lady’s tongue mute while Uncle Levi ex-
plained, but the quick-witted aud rather
jealous-minded wire soon flashed upon her
aged spouse such a look of utter incredulity
and suspicion that he hastened to vindicate
himself before she had uttered a word.
“No, no, Cath-n'ne; nothing of that
kind! ’Cross my heart, I'll ’sert I’m not to
blame.”
An amused smile flitted across the
wrinkled and faded, hut still, in a homely
way, handsome face of the old wife as she
sat down, or rather up, on the side of the
table and began to smile, make inexpressible
faces and unutterable noises to attract the
little newcomer’s attention.
“See here, Levi, is its name,” said Aunt
Catharine, examining a card attached to
the handle of the basket. “Bead it. You’ve
got on your specks."
“An' if j/ou had on a dozen pair o'
specks you couldn't road it,” replied Uncle
Levi, rather shortly. He resented the un-
just suspicion he had detected in Aunt
Catharine’s sharp brown eyes, and which
he imagined still lingered there.
“Let me see,” continued the old fellow,
taking the neatly-inscribed card between
his trembling, calloused old fingers. “Let's
see. M-e-me, h-i-t-hit. Mehit-a — oh, yes
— Mehitabel. M-n-1— that’s it, plain ns
print— ilehitabel Malvina. It’s a gal, of
course," he added triumphantly, but a little
astonished at his own penetration.
“Of course it’s a gal, you old goose! I
know’d that from the first."
“Why, how— how— ?"
" ’Cause she likes yon best already. A
boy’d a come to me right away.”
Uncle Levi appeared to doubt his wife’s
reasoning and to suspect she had found
other more practical means of satisfying
herself as to the sex of their early visitor,
hut he said nothing, and Aunt Catharine
continued:
“Poor little thing! I don’t blame her
for leaving home if they named her that.
So w ould I.”
Uncle Levi sat in his accustomed corner
holding the little stranger on his knee and
exchanging wondering surmises and guesses
with his wife as to how the child came upon
the steps.
“Just give me that card. Levi,” said Aunt
Catharine, suddenly. “I’ll hang it here
inside the clock, and if ever I find the
good-for-nothing thing as is that little
angel’s mammy I’ll break her head, and,"
her eyes resting sternly on her husband,
who pretends to he very busy with the
child, "you uor uobody else ucedu’t say a
word!"
“We must get up another name for it
right away, old ’oman," said Uncle Levi.
“It’ll never live to cut its first teeth unless
we fix up a decent name to call it by."
“I'll 'tend to that, Levi. She’s named
LiddyAnn ’Lizabeth, Nancy Ann Cornelia,
Mntiidy Ann Be—"
"Holy Moses— t r-tce! Oh, Lordy!”
cried Uncle Levi, throwing his hands up
ns if to ward off a blow, and dropping his
unaccustomed burden head-first upon the
hearth. “Say it agin, old gal, and say it
slow."
“Don't you be a fool, Levi," said Aunt
Catharine, catching up the child and hush-
ing its cries in a gentle, motherly manner,
strangely at contrast with her sharp voice
toward Uncle Levi.
“You see, old man,” she continued as
the little girl nestled closely to her breast,
“ours were all boys. But I was always
sure it would he a girl next time, and so
were you. you reck’li&ct; and so, as I bad
plenty of time, you know, while we were
waiting, I'd nick out a party girl name to
have ready; but it was always ‘a fine boy,
Mrs. Stiller,’ and nil them purty girl names
were left on my hands— sorter misfits-like
—when we quit, and I’ve got ’em all In niy
head yet. And now’s we've got a girl at
last— though, the good Lord knows, / don’t
know how she ever came upon our door-
step, and I don’t say its how you could ex-
plain it if yon had n mind to,” with the old
suspicions light blazing up afresh in her
faded brown eyes; “hut we’ve got her, and,
Levitin/#, I’m goiu’ to give her nil them
names."
“Just then— reel 'em off— again slow"—
said Uncle Levi, for the first" time in life
taking a second dram from his great black
bottle before breakfast, and breaking up his
remarks into very short sentences uttered
between hearty draughts from the flask, “iu
sections, please."
“Liddy Ann ’Lizabeth, Nancy Ann Cor-
nelia, Mntiidy Ami Rebecca. (Uncle Levi
glanced nervously towards his great black
bottle) Caledony Roxana, Julia Ann Janel
There!"
“Just mark the catalogue to he continned.
wife, and give the child u show for her
life-" •
“Levitici/#. if I know’d yon meant that
for poetry," said Aunt Cntiiariue. pausing
in her work of slicing a ham aud shaking
the sharp knife toward Undo Levi, “I’d
hurt ye. I won't he made fuu of — not in
rhymes, nohow!"
“I— I didn’t mean to do it, .Gath- n‘n«,
'cross my heart; but I'll sw’ar the little
gal’ll never get into short frocks with all
them Irishtocrntic ognoments 'Inched to
her. And so," continned Uncle Levi in nn
injured tone, rubbing the bock of his rough
hand acroBB his misty eyei, "and bo you’ve
been treasuring them big furrin names in
secret agin me all this time. Yon ain’t
treated me right, Cath-rine,”
Annt Catharine glanced toward <he half-
empty bottle and said nothing, while the
old fellow continued:
“Ahd now Ton'll go and pile the whnl
bilin' of 'em right onto the head of this pore,
leetle, innocent thing who has, like’s not,
refugeed to onr humble door to 'scape a
simple, donble-geared handle like Malvina
me— mo— Gimme that bottle, Katie."
“No, no, Levi,” said the old lady relent-
ing, with a smile. “Just yon lie down with
the baby and rest till breakfast is ready,
and you shall name her yourself— that’s a
good boy."
And so it happened that after breakfast
Uncle Ltfvi spread the great old family
Bible open upon the dining table, and, with
a noisy, sputtering quill pen, wrote in large,
ragged characters that filled two lines across
the page headed births:
“Hephzibnh Stiller.” And so she was
called “Hepsy.”
__ III.
Hal was very unhappy as he walked home
after slamping his rugged and worn school
books in the road. Hepsy’s sweet hut
scornful voice seemed ever ringing in his
ears and driving him to despair. It was a
terrible thing to he crossed in love at 17!
Ho went to his own room as soon as he
reached home, and after a short whispered
conversation with his father who hud closely
followed him, proceeded to tio up into a
compact bundle nu extra suit of brown
jeans and a few coarse, striped shirts.
After supper Hal kissed his mother affec-
tionately, called his trusty dog, shouldered
his bundle and his long squirrel rifle, and
strode away toward Long Swamp Range, the
moonshiner's lair.
Mrs. Daniel, a sad-faced, blue-eyed little
woman who made herself an uncomplain-
ing slave to her lawless husband, her hoy
Hal, and several other disobedient and
worthless children, gently asked him where
he was going. He replied kindly, as was
his wont with his mother— great rough,
thoughtless fellow’ though be was— but
evaded a direct answer. He told her,
however, that it “was all Hepsy 's fault,”
and went away.
"Let the boy nloue, Jenny,'’ said the
father, who was lying on the ground be-
neath a mulberry tree before the door,
smoking a cob pipe. “Quit tryin’ to make
a gal out’n him. Yon caul do it, for he’s
got sperit, au'll make a man some o' these
days as these mountains needn't he 'shamed
of. He’s a-gwine now over to old man
Tnrnlin's to 1’arn to moke blockade whisky
right, and then he’s a-gwine to gine Bed-
mon’ down in South Cnr’liny. I’m glad
that stray gal up to old Sliller's has kicked
him. It’ll he the making o’ the boy."
“Bnt bo’s a-goin’ agin the law, Tuck—”
“Hain't I told ye nu’ told ye not to talk
law to me?" cried Mr. Daniel, turning
from his patient, labor-worn little w ife
with nn indignant grunt. “I ain’t n-gwiue
to hear about uo law. The law ain’t treated
me right. The law chained me down like
a wild beast in askew, and the law give me
this”— holding up a wooden leg as an un-
answerable argument.
“Bnt it was all ’cause you broke the law
first, Tuck, an’ Hal may get in—"
The mother’s anxiety for her erring boy
gave her greater courage to melt her hus-
band’s law less argument than she had ever
‘before displayed. It evidently astonished
the “disabled veteran" moonshiner. He
turned again toward his wife, and looking
steadily at her as she stood washing dishes
from the supper table, at which several of
the children were still eating, said fiercely:
“No, Hal won’t he chained like a wild
beast in a show, neither, and he won’t wear
no wood leg. An’ I’ll tell ye wTi}. ’Cause
Redmon' shoots— he does. He’s got sperit,
an’ any rev’nne hound as bothers him dies
right now. An’ Hal will soon I'arn that
lick, too, 'cause Hal’s got sperit likewise,
an’ he’ll— Drat that gal! Reckon she’s
after Hal!"
Mrs. Daniel’s prophesy regarding Hal’s
future greatness and achievements was
broken off by the sudden appearance of
pretty, plnmp little Hepsy Stiller on horse-
back at the gate.
She called Mrs. Daniel to her, and with
blushing cheeks und tear-filled eyes in-
quired for Hal.
“Its all my fault, Mrs. Daniel. Hal is
not one bit to blame, cried to impulsive
little Heps}-, when she learned of Hal’s
sudden departure to join the moonshiners.
“I like Hal, hut they all teased me so about
him. And Mr. Harkness was always ask-
ing about him— until I despised him— Mr.
Harkness I mean," corrected Hepsy, who
in her grief and excitement confused her
patient listener. “If he Iiuh got a gold
mine, I hate him. When I got home this
evening he was talking to pa and ma about
me; and he told me at supper that he knows
my mother, and he wants me to go with
him to see her. He has promised to tell
me a great deal more to-morrow. Rut I
won’t go with him, and I dou’t want to hear
anything he has to tell."
Hepsy rode away in the gathering dark-
ness fully as unhappy as Hal hud been nn
hour before.
Early the following morning Mr. Daniel
received a call from Mr. Harkness, who
glanced sharpely around the room on en-
tering as if expecting to see some one.
After a few moments he asked for Hal.
Mr. Daniel replied that he was "off in the
woods with his gnu." He then asked Mrs.
Daniel to call Hepsy, and appeared greatly
surprised to learu that she had not been
there since the previous evening, as she
had not relumed home.
“Then she’s follered Hal td old Tum-
liu’s shore’s yer horn’d” cried Mr. Daniel.
"Its ’tarnal strange the little hussy—"
“Don’t say that, Mr. Daniel,” said Mr.
Harkness, iu a tone that caused the angry
law- breakers to pause, and ask:
“What have you got to with it? He’s my
hoy!"
“And she is my daughter. I want yon to
go with me. 1 do not know these moun-
tain trails. If we are in time to prevent
their being married, I’ll assure you, she
will trouble your hoy uo more.
It was late in the afternoon when they
came to the residence of Mr. Tomlinson-
known locally as “old Tumlin." As they
approached they heard the sound of music
and the tramping of heavy feet. Some
one was calling a dance, and in the pauses
could he heaid several voices singing;
above nil others, the clear tones of Hepsy
—now Mrs. Daniel— as she hung on the
arm of her great, loosely-built, broad-
faced, awkward husband:
"Her blow ibu’Jl soon forgot,
Aud on you hbo will leuu—
Aloug about the ttmo
When she Is sweet sixteen." &
“Yns," explained Mr. Tomliusou. “Hepsy
rode here about bed-time last night,
and the old ’oman took her in. Her an’
Hal soon made it all up, and me an’ him
went right on a’rter the license. Rode all
night and got hack ’bout 2 o’clock to-day,
when they were married all right At
’Squire Avery, over yonder. He’e the only
sober man here, an’ll tell ve all abont it.
Swing corners— promenade all!” he cried,
returning to the “set” he was calling.
Hal reconsidered his determination to
become an outlaw. He went instead into
the gold-mining business with his father-
in-law, Mr. Harkness, and is now doing
well. He owns a valuable mine of his
own, has acquired considerable outside
poperty, has learned to read and write, and
is known among his neighbors and in the
columns of the local newspapers as Major
—not a very rare title in Georgia, how-
ever.
National Debts.
The public-debt statement for June,
1886, is of special interest as making the
conclusion of a fiscal year. It shows
the national debt at the present time
amounts to $1,769,529,741. The prog-
ress in paying off the indebtedness
entailed by our great war 1ms been
phenomenal. The highest ]>oint reached
was in 1866, when it amounted to $2,-
773,236,173.69. Thus it will be seen,
during the twenty years that have since
elapsed, the debt lias been redneed, in
round numbers, $1,000,000,000. The
following figures, taken from official
records, show the debt as it 1ms stood
at the beginning of each recurring fiscal
year:
I860, July 1 .....
...... 82,773,C3f>,173 69
1867, M ..... ...... 2,678 126,103 87
1868, “ .....
1869, 44
...... 2,588.452,213 94
1870,
...... 2.480.( 72.427 81
1871, 44 , , . ,
...... 2,353,211,332 82
1872, 44
1873, 44 .....
...... 2.234,482,993 29
1874, 44 .....
...... 2,231.6 <0.408 43
1875, 44 .....
...... 2,232,284 531 93
1876, 44 , . . , . ...... ...... 2,180,393 067 15
1877,
...... 2,205.301.892 10
1878, 44 ..... ...........
..... 2, 230, 203,892 53
1879, ........
...... 2,245 493.072 04
1880, 44
1881, 44
1882.
1883, n
18K4, 44
1885, 44
1886, 44
...... 1,709.529,741 00
The enhantment of our credit has
kept pace with our debt-paying capacity,
until it has become better than that of
any other nation in the world. The
bonds that could with difficulty be
floated at six and seven percent, twenty
years ago have been refunded at half
those rates, and the new issues com-
mand a considerable premium. Thus
the interest charge has been reduced iu
a proportion greater than that of the
debt payment, and the nation’s credit
stands on a basis of unexampled
solidity. We enjoy exemption from
debt-producing causes, also, and in that
respect are in enviable contras! with
other great powers, especially those of
Europe. There are five nations which
have heavier debts than the United
States. • They are: Great Britain,
$3,701,653,271); France, $4,710,000,000;
Russia, $3,414,860,210; Austro- Hungary
$2,262,281,860; Italy, $2,201,903,485.
The only other nation whoso debt runs
up into billions is Spain, $1,190,000,000.
The revenues of Austro-Hungary, Italy.
Russia, and Spain do not equal tli< if
expenditures, hence their debts are
continually increasing. These are facts
and figures full of consolation, promise,
and pride to the patriotic American.
Wordsworth’s Passion.
Small remembrance is there here and
small remembrance of it shall we else-
where find in Wordsworth of the
amatory note. But we have seen that
Wordsworth was not nn ascetic, either
by temperament or training. Few men
of power, poetic or other, are in our
time ascetics; and we may see the
proof in actual literary performance
that he might have written powerfully
of the great passion had he chosen.
The most interesting passage in evi-
dence here is one which describes his
reluctant parting from Switzerland and
from the Swiss maidens, or at least
from the sight of them, ns he toiled
along the road on returning from his
first continental tour. The passage
was early suppressed by himself, and
must be sought for in the "Descriptive
Sketches," of 1793; it is excluded from
all the later editions :
Farewell, those forms that in the noontide shade
Heat, near their little plots of wheat, n glade ;
Those steadfast oyni, that heating l»rcai.tt inspire
To throw the “sultry rays" of young Desire;
Those lips whose tides of fragrance come and go
Accordant to the cheek’s unquiet glow ;
Those shalowy breasts iu love's sweet light ar-
ray’d.
And rising, by the moon of passion sway’d.
This passage is in Wordsworth’s pro-
scribed style— a vein of which we si ml l
find scarcely a trace in his subsequent
writings; it is the vein which hence-
forth ho was to keep in abeyance. It
is interesting to know that Wordsworth
studied the British poets in Anderson’s
voluminous collection, one that is rich
in amatory verses. With this rather
fleshly coi'pus poelarum before him,
one may suppose that he perceived the
more distinctly that there was then no
pressing need for further offerings of
the amatory sort for the British muse.
—New Princeton Review.
Mother.
Around the idea of mother the heart
clings with kind affection. It is the
first dear thought stamped upon our
infant hearts when yet soft and capable
of receiving the most profound im-
pressions, and all the after feelings are
more or less in comparison. Onr pas-
sions aud our wilfulness may lead ns
far from the subject of onr filial love ;
we may become wild, headstrong, or
angry at her counsels and opposition,
but when death has stilled her moni-
tory voice, and nothing but calm mem-
ory remains to recapitulate her virtues
aud good deeds, affection, like a flower
beaten to the ground by rude storms,
raises np her head and smiles amidst
her tears. Round that idea the mind
clings with fond affection; and even
when the earlier period of onr loss
forces memory to bo silent, fancy takes
the place of remombronce, and twines
image of our departed parent with a
garland of graces, beauties, and virtues
which we doubt not she possessed.
THE WORK OF CONGRESS
Review of the Measnres Passed by the
First Session of the Forty-
ninth.
Over Thirteen Thousand Measures Intro-
duced, of Which Only Eleven
Hundred Passed.
Now that the Forty-ninth Congress has
adjourned, a review of its work will prove
interesting. The first session began Mon-
day, Dec. 7, 1885, and covered a period of
seven months and twenty-eight days, or 241
days, exclusive of Sundays. Of this time
the Senate was in session 164 days, and
the House 185 days. Daring that time
there were introduced in the two houses
13,202 measures, of which 10,014 were
House bills and 214 House joint resolu-
tions, and 2,891 bills and 83 joint resolu-
tions of the Senate. The measures pro-
posed for enactment into laws exceeded in
number by 2,949 those introduced at the
last session of the Forty-eighth Con-
Iffes^rhich sat for seven months and four
days, or 165 days of actual working time.
Of the entire number comparatively few
were of what may be termed national
importance. The greater number were
measures of a private nature or of merely
local importance. The total number of
measures that passed both houses was
1,101, being 241 Senate bills and 800 bills
which originated in the House. Of this
total 806 became laws with the President’s
approval, 181 became laws by limitation
(the President failing eilher to approve or
disapprove them within ten days after their
presentation to him), 113 were vetoed, and
one failed by reason of adjournment with-
out action by the President. Of the new
laws 746 were House measures and 241
Senate measures.
Of the measures vetoed by the President
thirty-six were Senate bills and seventy-
seven bills of the Honse. Twenty-eight of
the Senate bills vetoed were private pen-
sion bills, three were for the erection of
public bnildings, one ft) grant to railroads
the right of way through the Indian reser-
vation in Northern Montana, and one to
quiet title to settlers on the Des Moines river
lands. Of the House bills disapproved by
the President seventy-four were private
pension bills and three for the erection of
public buildings.
The number of measnres vetoed during
the session was four more than have been
vetoed from the foundation of the Govern-
ment to the beginning of the session just
closed, and while nearly all the vetoed Sen-
ate bills were reported back with the recom-
mendation that they pass over the, veto,
and similar action was taken on a number
of tho House bills, only one— that grant-
ing a pension to Jacob Romiser— was so
passed. . -
The Des Moines River bill passed the
Senate over the veto, bnt failed to receive
the requisite two- thirds vote in the House.
Motions to pass the bills to grant pensions
to Mary Anderson and Andrew J. Wilson
over the President’s veto were defeated in
the House. The consideration of the other
veto messages has been postponed until
the next session.
Among the measures of general impor-
tance that have been enacted into laws
during the session, in addition to the regu-
lar appropriation bills, are as follows:
Tho Presidential succession bill ; to provide
for the study of the nature and effect of alco-
holic drinks and narcotics ; to remove tho charge
of desertion against soldiers who re-enlisted
without having received a discharge from the
regiments in which they had previously served;
to legalize tho incorporation of national trades
unions ; accepting the Grant medals and tro-
phies ; to provide that surveyed lands granted
to railroads shall not be exempt from local tax-
ation on account of the lien of the United
States npon them for the cost of sur-
veying, selecting, or conveying them; the
oleomargarine bill ; tho bill for the increase
of tho navy ; to provide that homestead set-
tlers within the railroad limits restricted to
less than ISO acres shall be entitled to have
their additional entries patented without any
further cost or proof of settlement and cultiva-
tion ; to reduce the fees on domestic money or-
ders for sums not exceeding 85 from 8 cents to 5
cents; to allow steam towing vessels to carry,
in addition to their crews, as many persons as’
tho supervising inspectar may authorize; for
the relief of Fitz-John Porter ; to enable nation-
al b&nklnv associations to increase their capital
stock and to change their names or locations;
providing that after July 1, 1886, no fees shall
be charged to American vessels for meas-
urement of tonnage, issuing of licenses,
granting certificate of registry, etc., and
amending the laws relative to the ship-
ping and discharging of crews, the lia-
bility of owners, the licensing of vessels, etc.:
to forfeit the lands granted to the Atlantic and
Pacific Kailroad Company ; to increase to 812 a
month the pensions of widows and dependent
relatives of deceased soldiers and sailors; to
amend the Revised Statutes so as to require
brewers commencing business to give a bond
in a sum equal to three times the amount of
tho tax which they will be liable to pay during
any one month, and to execute a new bond
whenever required ; to direct the Commissioner
of Labor to make an investigation os to convict
labor; providing that manufactured tobacco,
snuff, and cigars may be removed for export
without payment of tax, and repealing the law
providing for inspectors of tobacco.
THE CUTTING AFFAIR.
He Is Tried but Not Sentenced— The
War Peeling on the Texas
Border.
[El Paso (Texas) dispatch.]
Cutting’s trial has been concluded. By
the advice of Consul Brigham he denied
the jurisdiction of the court. No evidence
was introduced, but the prosecuting
attorney addressed the court in Span-
ish, demnndjng that Cutting be sentenced
to two years’ imprisonment at hard labor,
that being the longest term given by the
statutes of Texas. He also demanded that
Consul Brigham be censured for officious
interference. Medina spoke in Spanish,
demanding a speedy punishment Then a
law student, appointed by the court to de-
fend Cutting, spoke a few words, claiming
that Cutting did not know he was break-
ing the Mexican laws by publishing a
statement in Texas, ana asked the
court to assess the lowest penalty.
Cutting was then offered the floor, but sim-
ply stated that he could not recognize the
conrt, and that he was in the hands of his
Government. The court took the matter
under advisement and said he would give
judgment within fifteen days. The people
in Ml this section are excited over the affair,
as such outrages are of daily occurrence.
Everybody is anxiously awaiting the action
of theGoverum^.., .v,
Knights of Labor.
This is not only the most formidable,
extensive and powerful league of work-
ingmen which was ever formed in the
United States, but also the largest ev-
er formed in the world. Its member-
ship embraces thousands of laboring
men in every State, and it is so orga-
nized as to act in concert whenever it
takes action at all.
The Knights of Labor have been in
existence about seventeen years. They
were founded in Philadelphia by a tai-
lor, not well educated, but earnest and
energetic, named Uriah Stevens. At
first the society was a strictly secret
one. The members were bound by
oaths not to reveal the proceedings of
the meetings or the objects of the
league. Passwords, signs, and grips
were ordained in order to identify the
initiated. The method of calling the
meetings of the Knights of Labor, in
the days when it was a secret body,
was a curious and mysterious one. It
was by making singular chalk-marks
oh the pavements, walls, and fences.
When these chalk-marks appeared in
the morning, large gatherings of work-
ingmen wohld assemble in the evening,
with every precaution of secrecy. It
was not even known to the public, until
four or five years ago, what the name
of this secret organization was. But in
1881 the public learned that a power-
ful body had been organized, number-
ing many thousands of workingmen,
banded together for the purpose of
protecting themselves whenever they
were brought into conflict with capital.
Then the Knights of Labor became so
numerous; and.fcheir movements so con-
spicuous, that the society could no
longer remain shrouded in the mystery
which sheltered the early years of its
growth. It became known not only
that such an order existed, but that it
had branches throughout the Union,
all of which obeyed the instructions of
a central power.
The members of the body are still
not generally known. All that can be
said is that it has .reached into every
by-way and corner of the country where
labor is, to any material extent, em-
ployed by capital. During the past
few months, particularly, their acts
and demands have caused them to be
much talked about. The order admits
every sort of labor, and enters into
every department of manual industry.
Artisans in factories, railway workmen,
tailors, shoemakers, even horse-car
conductors and drivers, are alike en-
rolled among the Knights of Labor.
At the head of the society is an ex-
ecutive chief, having large, and, in-
deed, almost absolute powers of
command, who is called the “Grand
Master Workman. ” There are, besides
a general assembly, district and local
assemblies, and an executive board to
advise the head of the order. Each
local assembly is composed of men
following a single trade or occupation.
For instance, the shoemakers of a city
form one local assembly, the tailors an-
other, the railway laborers another,
and so on. These send delegates to
the district assemblies, which, in their
turn, send delegates to the general as-
sembly, which is the legislative body
of the whole country.
The Knights do not exclude any one
from membership on account of sex,
color, or religious belief; but their laws
forbid that any lawyer, stock-broker,
banker, gambler, or liquor-dealer be
admitted to their fellowship. The
motto of the Knights of Labor is “An
injury to one is the concern of all.”
They declare the object of their leagus
to be, in general, “to make industrious
and moral worth, not wealth, the true
standard of individual and national
greatness. To secure to the workers
the full enjoyment of the wealth they
create; sufficient leisure in which to
develop their intellectual, moral, and
social faculties; all the benetits, recrea-
tion, and pleasures of association— in a
word, to enable them to share in the
gains and honors of advancing civiliza-
It is no wonder that an organization
so powerful in numbers and extending
into all parts of the country should at-
tract much attention. Its future de-
pends solely upon the degree of
wisdom with which it is managed. —
Youths' Companion.
The Yan Buren Jewels,
There have been in the Treasury
vaults for some time jewels and relics
of the late President Van Buren stored
for safe-keeping. These were in seal-
ed packages. A day or two ago, at the
request of the daughter-in-law and the
two grandchildren of the late Presi-
dent, and in their presence, the pack-
ages were opened. Treasurer Jordan
broke the seals, and disclosed the arti-
cles to the view of the ladies. The
package contained a bottle of attar of
roses, nearly a pint; a bottle of pearls,
about fifty in number, some very large
and elegant, two in particular being
about half an inch in diameter ; a bottle
of diamonds, about forty small, but
some very brilliant; a gold plate, a
gold ornament of some kind with a silk
tassel, a box of small diamonds and
pearls, and two pieces of gold. With
the exception of the bottle of attar of
roses nearly if not all of the articles
enumerated belonged to a jeweled
sword, which was presented to Presi-
dent Van Buren by the Imaum of
Muscat. The sword and whatever ar-
ticles accompanied it were placed on
exhibition in one of the cases in the
Patent Office, together with a number
of other curiosities and presents. In
1849 the sword was stolen from the
case. It was afterward recovered,
not, however, before the thief had re-
moved all the jewels from the scab-
bard and left but little recognizable.
To avoid recurrence of the loss, the ar-
ticles were placed in a box and deposit-
ed in the Tneasury for safe keeping.
They are the property of the Uui««d
States, and are subject to the orders of
the Secretary of the Interior or the
Commissioner of Patents, The pres-
ents were made to Mr. Van Buren by
virtue of his position, which gives the
ownership to the Government. The
young ladies, who are ' lineal descend-
ants of President Van Buren, were
very much interested in examining the
various articles, and although they
made no claim of ownership, they
could not refrain from expressing a
wish for them.— Cincinnati En-
quirer.
A Baby Giraffe.
While hunting one day in South Af-
rica, Mr. Fariuiand his party came up-
on five giraffes quietly picking the
seed-pods off the K’gung trees. Sud-
denly a small giraffe came out from un-
der a tree, and stood right in front of
the hunters.
“That’s the baby ; the others are close
by,” said Jan, as the little one disap-
peared behind a clump of bushes near
which two large giratles were feeding.
They never moved, but stared stu-
pidly at the hunters until the latter had
approached within thirty yards of the
herd, when they wheeled and set off as
fast as their .long, awkward legs would
carry them, straight toward the wag-
ons.
The dogs brought the bull to bay. A
shot tumbled him over. A wounded
cow giraffe came rolling along, looking
line a tottering lighthouse. A shot
brought her to the ground.
“The baby is not far off,” said a half-
breed. “He won’t run away, but will
wait for his mother. When the horses
are rested we will catch him alive. ”
The orphan was found in a grove.
The horsemen spread out and formed a
circle about him. As they closed in
he stood still. Klas, a guide, galloped
up to him, and the next moment was
rolling in the sand, with his horse on
top of him.
The giraffe had reared and struck
the horse on the shoulder with his
right fore foot, and then given him a
“left-hander” in the side, knocking
horse and rider down.
“Ho shakes hands a little too hard,”
shouted a half-breed to the unfortu-
nate Klas.
“His feet are too plenty, Klas,” said
another.
Neither whip nor spur could induce
the horse to go near the giraffe a sec-
ond time. The “baby” looked down
upon the mounted hunters with a
pleading look in his large, sad eyes.
“Let him go; he is big enough to
take care of himself,” said the leader,
feeling sorry for the poor creature.
Torpedo Boats and Moving Torpedoes.
Besides stationary torpedoes many
torpedo boats and moving torpedoes
have been brought into use. The
Whitehead torpedoes are considered
among the best. They are carried
aboard the ship and can be launched at
sea against another ship a mile away.
They are in general shaped like a great
fish. An electric wire connects it with
its own ship, guides its movements and
controls its action. It moves beneath
the surface. Thus far it has been con-
sidered very destructive.
There have also been submarine tor-
pedo boats made by Ericsson and
others, which are worked by men in
them. They are supplied with fresh
air. As yet none of them have been
used in action. The French used a tor-
pedo boat in China a few months ago.
She moved with great velocity upon
the surface. She was manned with a
strong crew. She dashed at the Chi-
nese flagship, a fine ironclad, built ac-
cording to the most approved English
model. In less than two minutes she
passed the space between them, struck
the ship fairly, and literally blew her
to pieces. Sot a Chinaman escaped.
About twenty officers and men of the
torpedo boat were shocked— none were
killed.— Geft. 1). H. Maury, in New
York Star. -
A Great Difference in Copyists.
There is a great difference in copy-
ists, both in style and swiftness. The
average copyist can copy and compare
about 6,000 ordinary words per diem,
while an extra rapid one cun write 10,-
000. The 10,000 man, however, is lia-
ble to break down if he holds up to
that number for any length of time.
A twelve months’ work, subdivided in-
to months, of the fastest penman in
this office is as follows: April, 235,344;
May, 202,105; June, 29,1,025; July,
255, h25; August, 241,451; September,
238,222; October, 254,138; November,
242,587; December, 251,281; January,
173,531; February. 207,109; and
March, 265,105. Total number for the
year, 2,919,804.— Deputy Recorder, in
Globe-Democrat.
The first cook was the father of civ-
ilization.— C/ttnese maxim.
Servo an Injunction on Diiieaiie
By invigorating a feeble constitution, renovat-
ing a debilitated physique, and enriching a thin
and innutritious circulation with Hostetler's
Stomach Bitters, the finest, the most highly
sanctioned, and the most popular tonic and pre-
ventive inexistence. It strengthens the stom-
ach, remedies torpor of the liver and bowels,
and gives a healthful impulse to the secretive
and discharging functions of the kidneys and
bladder. Not only does it arrest and prevent
the recurrence of malarial fevers, but it fur-
nishes the only adequate safeguard against
them to persons who have never been Afflicted
with those maladies, hnt would bo liable to in*
cur them if medicinally unprotected. It elim-
inates from tho Hood certain impurities which
the most skillful pathologists assign as the ex-
citing cause of those agonizing complaints,
rheumatism and gout, and it is, moreover, an
excellent remedy for an enfeebled or over-
wrought state of tho nerves, and for mental
despondency.
A Patebson man has a horse which
sings. It never urges a colt as an excuse.
Neither does it say neigh when on oat is set
before it. _ ___ 
QurNiNE relieves only temporarily in fever
and ayuft. Ayer's Cure core* perm 'ueutly.
Important.
When yon visit or leave New York City, save
baggage, expressage, and |3 carriage hire, and.
stop at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite
Grand Central Depot
(U8 rooms, fitted up at a cost of one million
dollar*. II and npwards per day. European
plan. Elevator. Boatauraut supplied with the
beat ’Horao cars, atagea, and elevated rail-
road to all depots. Families can live better for
leaa money at tho Grand Union Hotel than at
any other first-class hotel in the city.
The Women of New York.
All the women of New York are not
brazen nor loud of speech, nor gor-
geous of apparel, nor masked in chalk
and rouge, but a surprising and lam-
entable proportion of those that one
sees in public places here are of that
sort. This is a luxurious and fast city,
and its daughters of fortune and its
daughters of vice are coddled and pam-
pered to the last degree by those who
are dependent on them for smiles and
charms. Feminine magnificence here
is something that no observant visitor
could fail to note. It lolls in costly
turn-outs in the park and on the pala-
tial avenues of Upper Tendom. 1 my-
self have been a little given to luxury
of late, and my luxurious habit has
drawn me frequently into the superb
dining-hall of a big hotel, where tho din-
ners are two hours long by courses;
where the waiters are A polios in the
full dress of the nineteenth century:
where tho dinner-service is solid silver,
and where the overdressed women
(whose apparel represents a fortune for
such us I) cannot eat except their
dainty French-shod feet rest on stuffed
stools that are now an indispensable
part of tho equipment of every fash-
ionable dining place in this luxurious
and splendid capital. Whenever I look
at some of these dames and demoiselles
I am reminded that “tho show of their
countenance doth witness against them,
and they declare their sin as Sodom.”
—Letter in Detroit Free Press.
There are only three hundred shades of
blue. We sometimes feel as though there
were twice as many.
Baldness and dandruff can bo prevented by
using Hall’s Hair Konowor.
If you want to know how small a man is,
give him an office, or let him become sud-
denly wealthy.
Rough on Rats” clears out Rats, Mice. 15a
Rou«h on Corni, "hard or soft corns, bunions, 15c.
“Rough on Toothaciio. " Instant relief. 15a
WELL’S HAIK BALSAM,
If gray, restores to original color. An elegant
dressing, softens and beautifies. No oil nor
grease. A Tonic Restorative. Stops hair com-
ing out; strengthens, cleanses, heals scalp, 50a
“ROUGH ON KILE” FILLS
start tho bile, relievo tho bilious stomach, thick,
aching head and overloaded bowels. Small gran-
ules, small dose, big results, pleasant in opera-
tion, don't disturb the atomacn. 25a
Indigestion, dyspepsia, nervous prostra-
tion, and all forms of general debility re-
lieved bv taking Monsmau’s Poptomzod Beef
Tonic, the only preparation of hoof containing
its entire nutritious properties. It contains
blood-making, force-generating, and life-sus-
taining properties; is invaluable in all oa-
feeblod conditions, whether tho result of ex-
haustion, nervous prostration, overwork, or
acute disease ; particularly if resulting from
pulmonary complaints. Caswell, Hazard A
Co., proprietors, Now York.
“ROUGH ON ITCH.”
“Rough on Itch* cures skin humors, eruptions,
ring worm, tottor, salt rheum, frosted feot, chil-
blains, itch, ivy poison, barber’s itch. 50c. jars.
“ROUGH ON CATARRH’*
corrects offensive odors atonca Complete cure
of worst ohtonio cases ; also uneqnalod as gargle
for diphtheria, sore throat, foul breatli. 50c.
“ROUGH ON riLEH.’’
Why suffer Piles ? Immediate relief and com-
plete cure guaranteed. Ask for “Rough on Piles."
Bure cure for itching, protruding, blooding, or any
form of Piles. 50o. At Druggists' or Mailed.
Tambo— “Why do dey advertise Kynvita
Blackberry Blocks on do chcckcrboa’d?”
Bones— “Any fool can toll dat 'Case doy am
do greatest checker in de wo’id for Diarrhoea
and sioh.” _ ___
25c*. buys a pair of Lyon's Patent Heel
Stiffeners, which makes a boot or shoo last
twice as long.
No Opium In Piso's Cure for Consumption.
Cures whore other remedies tail. 25o.
A Remarkable Cure of Scrofula.
WUlitm 8. Baker, of Lewis, Vigo County, Ind,
writes as follows : " My son wan taken with Scrofula
in tho hip when only two years old. We tried several
physicians, but the boy got no relief from their treat*
ment. Noticing your Scovill’s Sahsaparilla and
Stillinoia, or Blood snd Liver Syrup, recommend*
ed so highly, I bou«ht some of you in tho year 1983,
and continued taking it Ull tho sores finally healed
up. Ho is now 21 years of age. and, being satisfied
that your medicine did him so much good when h«
used it, wo want to try it again in another case, and
write to you to get some more."
Query for yachlmen: If a vessel can sail
before the wind, why should she have to
wait for (he wind?
TIRED OUT!
At this season nearly srery ons needs to neo soma
sort of tonio. I RON enters into almost every phy-
sician's prescription for those who need building. “R
BILIOUSNESS
Is an affection of the Liver, and can
be thoroughly cured by that Grand
Regulator of the Liver and
Biliary Organs,
SIMMONS LIVER REGULATOR,
MANUFACTURED DY
L H.ZEIUN &CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
I was afflicted for several years with dis-
ordered liver, which resulted ins severe
, attack of jaundice. I had us good medical
attendance as Our section affords, who
failed utterly to restore mo lo tho enjoy-
ment of my former good health. I then
tried tho favorite proscription of.ono of
the most renowned physicians of Louis-
ville, Ky.. but to no purpose ; whereupon
I was induced to trv Simmons Liver
Regulator. I found immi-diato benefit
from its use, and it ultimatoly restored me
to tho full enjoyment of health.
A. II. SHIRLEY,; r-'i Richmond, £y. .
HEADACHE.
Proceeds from s TORPID LIVER AND IMPURITIES
OFTHE STOMACH. It can be invariably cured by
taking BIMMONS LIVER REGULATOR. 1/st all
who suffer remember that HICK AND NERVOUS
HEADACHES can be prevented by taking a dose as
soon as their symptoms indicate tho coming of an
attack.
" I used Simmons Liver Regulator when troubled
seriously with Headache caused by Constipation.
It produced a favorable result udfAoul hindering my
regu tar nurmlt* burin***. I regard it not an a pa-
tent medicine, but as a ready prescription (or Disor-
dered Liver. W. W. WITHER.
*• Des Moines, Iowa."
ELY’S Af” A E) D
CREAMJAlMj ARRn
We have never
handled a catarrh
remedy that has
increased so rap-
idly in sales as
Ely's Cream Balm
or that has given
such universal sat-
isfaction.— C. N.
Crittenton, No. 115
Fulton St., New
York City. HAY-FEVER
Aparticlo is applied into each nostril and is agreeable
to use. Price Wets., by mail or at druggists. Hond for
circular. ELY BROTHERS, Druggists, Owego, N. V.
RAD WAY’S
FILLS I
The Great Liver and
Stomach Remedy
For the cure of all disorde sof the Stomach, Liver-
Bowels, Kidneys. Bladder, Nervous Disnasos, Loss of
Appetite, Headache, Cost! ve ness, Indigestion. Bllimis-
mms. Lever, inflammation of tho Bowels. Piles, and
all derangements of the internal viscera, Purely
vegetable, containing no mercury, minerals, or dele-
terious drugs.
Price, Z5 cents per box. Sold by all druggiati,
DYSPEPSIA!
DR. RADWAY'S PILLS XfiS &/S!
store strength to the stomach and enable ft P> perform
its functions. Tho symptoms of Dyspepsia disappear,
and with them the liability of tho system Pi contract
diseases. Take tho medicine according to directions,
and observe what we say iu “False and True" respect-
ing diet.
A few samples of letters we are constantly rccelv-
tog:
David Richard. Lunenburg, N. 8. : Pills such a bless-
ing that be will take no other.
H. A. Carr, P. M.. Escambia, Ala.: "Best Pills ho has
ever used."
E. Hummel, Boonvillc, Mo.: Cured him when all
Others tailed.
Alice E. Ohaver, Mt. Storm, W. Va.: "I poaltively
say that Radway’s are the best Pills I ever had for
Dyspepsia."
G.W. Futeher, Hammonton. N. J.: Effectively cured
ot Pinworms. and recommends Radway's Pills iu the
highest manner.
J8"Hend a letter stamp to DR. RADWAY A
CO., No. Warren Street, New York, for
"False and True" _ ___A Yonrlf,'w*fie**«lDrTHE CHICAGO K LEDGER, the Best Stout l\m:n
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SUCKER'S1
Den’t waste ronrineneT on »fum or robber cost The FISH I) RAND RUCKER
is absolutely trni*r and wfsd rsoor, snd will keep yon dry In the harden storm
Ask lor the "FISH BRAND” sucuut and take no other. If your storekeeper does
send ter descriptive catalogue to A J. TOWER. W filmmon* Bt. Boston. Ma«
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An End to Bone Soraping.
Edward Shepherd, of Harrisburg, 111.,
says: "Hnvlof received so much benelit
from Electric Bitters, 1 feel it my duty to
let suffering humanity know it. Have had
a running sore on my leg for eight years;
my doctors told me I would have to have
the bone scraped or leg amputated. I
used, instead, three bottles of Electric Bit*
ters and seven boxes^Bucklen’s Arnica
Salve, and my leg is now sound and well.'’
Electric Bitters are sold at fifty cents a
bottle, and Bucklen’s Arnica Salve at 25
cents per box at Yates & Kane’s.
"When Baby waa sick, we gare her Caetoria,
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Hiss, she chug to Caetoria,
Whan she had Children, she gave them Caetoria,
Xothen.
There are upon the skin of every humen
being, child and adult alike, 2,800,000
pores. Through these pores in the form
of insensible pereplrstion, is expelled
more than one-quarter of the nourishment
taken into the system. The importance
of keeping open these perspirations valves
upon a child’s body, is second only to
that of promtly digesting the food eaten.
It was to open the pores of the skin and
to aislmnlste the food the
------------- ---- at Dr. Pitcher
formulated Castoria. Loose bowels, con-
stipation, fevers and eruptions which are
so constant among infants and children,
and which kill one-third of all children
before they are five years old, arise prin-
cipally from these two causes. It is from
the wonderful results attendant upon the
use of Castoria in regulating the stomachs
and bowels and keeping open the pores of
the akin, that Castoria acquired its world
wide reputation. With plenty of water
for the body, pure air for the lungs and
Castoria to assimilate the food, there need
be no unaccounted for sickness among
children. Castoria is a vegetable pre-
scription without morphine or other
narcotic property. Thirty years extensive
b e has given it a history never attained
y'another medicine.j LIFE IK A MONASTERY.
PLBono to doth Exlttrooe— The Dally Rou-
tine.
; A monk’s day begins at 4:30 a. m.,
And as breakfast is a very light and
Jaety matter, taken without formality
somewhere between 8 and 9, no one
irill be surprised to hear that English
gtomachs are ready for their principal
meal at 12 :30. Let us go through a
day: At 4:55 precisely— for punctual-
ity ia a great matter— the big bell
begins tolling for matimus. This is
the modern equivalent of what used
'to be called the midnight office. In
the thirteenth century tne time was 2
a. m., now it is 5 ; in some monasteries
on the continent it is 4. But in those
days they went to bed at sundown or
soon after 6, while we moderns think 9
o’clock early. When the tower clock
has ceased striking 5 all rise at a signal
given by the superior, from the places
where they have been kneebng and
waiting in the chancel and the matin
service begins. On ordinary days it
lasts an hour and a quarter, agd has
not much about it of ceremony or ritual
that could catch the eye of an onlooker.
But on festivals it is an almost gay
scene, and must begin earlier on ac-
count of its great protraction. On
such occasions a large namber are
arrayed in cone and alo; the organ ac-
companies the chant, aid sometimes
the voices of boys mingle with the
heavier tones of the monks. These
little choristers are selected from the
abbey school •’Prime’' is chanted
at 7 :30 ; the conventical mass — that ia,
the publio mass of the day — is sung at
9 o’clock, and at this mass the whole
school assists. On festivals this is the
great celebration of the day, and is
more or less solemn in proportion to
the greatness of tire feast; a sermon
often accompanies it The next time
that the community are called to the
church is for the office of "none," and
after this, at 4, comes the evening
office or vespers. This, like the mass,
is sung with organ accompaniment,
and the^e two, with matins, make up
the more solemn of the daily services,
at which all are most stringently bound
to be present. Tne office of “com-
pline," the closing prayer of the dav,
recited at 8:30, makes the sixth and
last time that the monks assemble m
the church. They spend at least three
hours and a half every day in this
CASTORIA
We Have Moved
to our New Store two doors west of the
Post Office, where we have added
to our stock of
for Infants and Children.
Boots, Shoes,
1 OuiftrUenrecOolie, CowUpation,
I recosuaead it m superior to any preccripUoD I Sow Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
known tome." & a. Ancm, H.D., I HU> Wonna, given sleep, and promotes dl-
lll So. Oxford Bi, Brooklyn, N.Y. I WttCStaJhirioQi medloatko.
ETC. ETC.
an especially large and stylish line of
THAT
In Cnmtm Oq»akt, 188 Pulton Street, N. Y. Ladies' & Gents’ Shoes. A. B. BOSNIAN
Call and See Us and Learn
Otto JBreyman
-dealer in-
Jewelry, Watches,
DIAMONDS,
Silrtnue, Hilediste, ud Fact? Utodt
Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-
sonable Prices.
The largest assortment of
X> I A 3SJ: o 2ST D RINGS
ever displayed in this city.
I also keep on hand a large assortment of
and a
Our Prices. Will give you a
THAN EVER BEFORE! WAN DUREN BROS.,
The Popular Boot and Shoe Dealers.
Holland. Mich., June 9, 1886. 19-tf.
OILS.
We will make prices on Oils
that will astonish you.
New Stove
BUY THE
Mortgage Sale.
Defealt having been made in the payment of a
bear,D«<l»te the twentr-Aret day
of My, 1886, made and executed by John Schro-
^'Qwree Jj- Eddy and Alvin A. Alvenon. aa The
towfJhLS xhnu!l!i We,ley“ Chnrch of Ventura,
to Michael J. Clapper, and recorded in the office
For your
To prove the quality of theee Palntf. we would
itate that the paint put on bulldinge
four year, ago hae given
SPFCT AfT ENTIRE satisfaction.
^ XJ V A Am. vy XJ XJ >3 We have not had one complaint of its neeltrw.have not had one complaint of its peeling,
cracking or chalking off.
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
All the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.
I am prepared to do repairirg and en
graving promptly and in the best manner
Come and examine our stock. No
trouble to show Goods.
O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., May 12, 1884.
G. Van Patten & Seas
Have on baud tbeir Spring Slock of,
Dry Goods,
Dress Goods,
Woolens & Cottons,
Table Linens,
and Towels.
While w? are at present
$ V". h"e
S?Jkw.0rLCfe. “ ,bercb7 given that by virtue of
sSuas,1; itwi
Tuesday, ike twenty-eightlx day of
September, 1886,
Old Stove.
CROWDING THE PRINT TRADE, EHtSlSSHi BOSman
place of bolding the Circuit Court of eald Ottawa
county. Mtch ean. The laud and premises to beL0,- >»•Do not forget that we still have as completea Stock of
DRUGS and MEDICINES
As is kept in the city, and sell them at prices
to suit the;times.
KREMERS & BANGS,
Holtad,Mlch.,1I.J71hSrllDr“gS'0ro
fniwr. r , ,e of ^"yhigan, and described as
line, 4- rods east of the northwest corner of the
SSStSSSSfisS
Will supply
THE LIGHT RUNNINGS
Hosiery and Underwear.
Buttons, Embroideries, Laces
and White Goods.
west, thence soulii ten rods, then eastelght r<Hi.,
then nonh ten rods, then west eight rods to the
ftlCV,f»,be&nn Dg; tL® same being lor a church
New Spring Styles of Hats SEWING-MACHINE
HAS NO EQUAL
A Full Stock of Groceries.
PERFECT SATISFACTION
G. VAN PVTTEN & SONS.
Holland, Mich., April 10, 1886.
$1000 FORFEIT
Momfi Seiiii Made Co.
— ORANQE, MASS.—
IF NOT HAVANA FILLER.
30 Un'on Square, N.Y. Chicago, M. 8t Uula, Mo.
Atianta, Ga. Dailat, Tex. San Francisco, Cal.
~ »aLI BV
Meyer, Bronwer fi Co.
oiaie o ancmgan, and the same being
erected6 nP°n Wh Ch ,he chQrch edlflce has bee“
Dated, Holland, Mich., July 1. 1886.
P H VrRRTDP M1CUAEL J. CLAPPER,
P. H. McBRIDE, Mortgapc
Fire Bach
Attorney for Mortgagee
To fit every kind of a stove
Tni; With Us!
E. HEROLD'S
Honest Goods
Honest Prices!
DEALERS IN
, , 7 ''"-•j au tma
choral duty — on festivals much more; ^
of Hfl p tbetenC d.y A GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE
never varies, with the single exception
that on Sundays and very great festivals
the high mass takes place at 10 o’clock,
for the convenience of those "outsiders"
who frequent the abbey church and
who might think 9 o’clock rather early.
The remainder of the day is filled up
in divers ways, in the discharge of the
yarions occupations which each has as-
signed to him. From the end of oot&-
pline till the end of prime o! the fol-
lowing morning is a time at the strict-
est silence and reflection; not a word
must be spoken for anything short of
the gravest necessity, and no work or
business is done. It is the tune for the
nightly rest, and for meditation and
private prayer. But when prime is fin-
ished, th< “ ‘ - - -
s onxrvfli.
Thii Cl*ir will prove tt reprueotrd and win b# txtefr
•mly iduenUed In every town for live dtakn wbo wlB
•pprecUie lu merlu and pub it aooor<Un«ly.
Iddmi BAIGHABT BROi, Sold Igeiti,
!«• Fifth Avenne, CHICAGO.
ZUD*rJAZXj Jk.V
H. WALSH’S.
Furniture, Wall Paper,
CARPETS. ETC.
Holland, - - Michigan.
50-6 tu
E.N.DemELL,
— dealer in —
GRANITE AND MARB1E
MOUUMEirTS,
k
BEST $3.00 SHOE A- B- Bosman
in the city, always on hand.
Repairing promptly and
neatly done.
NO. 46, EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.
Holland, Mich., March 20, 1880.
J. FLIEMAN
Manufactures and sells the
BEST WAGONS
f f
BILLY’S TONSOMAL PARLORS
— ~ie active work of the day be-
gins. F oremost among this is the work
of teaching; for the monks of theS
days still maintain their ancient tradi-
tion of education, and the school is &£
almost integral part of & monastic es4
tablishmeni
you can get a
A Good Clean Shaye.
A Scientific Haircut, or
Invigorating Shampoo.
at any time.
Met who are perpetually engaged in
accumulating wealth, without ever al-
1 (Hying themselves time to enjoy it, are
lify hungry folks who are always cook-
ing without ever sitting down to dine.—
Marie Eschenbach.
HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.
Ladles hair cleaned and dressed in the latest
fashion.
FIBST-CLASS TOILET WATEB FOB SALE I
IT . v BAl'MG ARTEL,
Uolund, Mich.. March 1G. 1S85.
All kinds of Building Work
made to order.
Cemetery Work.
of all kinds neatly executed.
All Work Warranted to
give Satisfaction.
R. N.DeMERELL,
Hollaxd, Mich., Ang. 85, 1885. 30-ly
SPladies!
Greatest inducement* ever of -
sred. Now’s jroar time to setup
cmlsnioroiir cflebratod Terns
AND BUGGIES.
I have recently commenced the manufacture of
Platform, Combination &
Express Wagons,
To which I Invite the attention of all who desire
a light and durable wagon.
I have on hand a lagre assortment of
BTIO-O-IES
Which I will dispose of at the lowest possible
figures.
I am making
ALL KINDS OF OAKS
They cannot be beat, and I make anything in the
hardwood line.
IGflldl
‘8*
— secure a bimiti.
ocMossRossr
l and S3
Carriage and Wagon Painting
Call and See Me before Purchas-
ing Elseivhere,
and put them in at very
low figures.
Has a large number of
Second-Hand
STOVES
Which he will sell cheap.
And Secure Bargains.
Seconi-Hani Goods
Of every description
bought and sold by
A. B. Bosman
Holland, Mich. March 18, 1886.
J. FLIEMAN,
